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TO DO SRI AUROBINDO'S YOGA
A TALK BY THE MOTHER TO THE ASHRAM CHILDREN ON 8 JUNE 1955

To do Sri Aurobindo's yoga is to want to transform oneself mtegrally, it is to
have a smgle amm mn lfe, such that nothing else exists any longer, that alone
exists. And so one feels it clearly m oneself whether one wants it or not; but 1f
one doesn't, one can still have a lfe of goodwll, a lfe of service, of under
standing; one can labour for the Work to be accomplished more easily-all
thatone can do many things. But between this and doing yoga there is a great
difference.

And to do yoga you must want it consciously, you must know what it 1s, to
begin with. You must know what it 1s, you must take a resolution about 1t; but
once you have taken the resolution, you must no longer flinch. That is why you
must take 1t mn full knowledge of the thing. You must know what you are
deciding upon when you say, "I want to do yoga"; and that 1s why I don't think
that I have ever pressed you from this point of view. I can speak to you about the
thing. Oh! I tell you a lot about 1t, you are here for me to speak to you about 1t;
but indrvdually it is only to those who have come saymng, "Yes, in any case I
have my idea about the yoga and want to do 1t"; it 1s good

And then for them it's something different, and the conditions of life are
different, specially inwardly. Specially within, thmgs change.

There 1s always a consciousness there acting constantly to rectify the
situation, whch puts you all the time in the presence of obstacles whuch prevent .
you from advancing, make you bump against your own errors and your own
blindnesses. And this acts only for those who have decided to do the yoga. For
others the Consciousness acts like a light, a knowledge, a protection, a force of
progress, so that they may reach their maximum capacities and be able to
develop as far as possible in an atmosphere as favourable as possible-but
leaving them completely free in their cho1ce.

The decision must come from within. Those who come consc10U$ly for the
yoga, knowmg what yoga 1s, well, their conditions of living here are ... outwardly
there Is no difference but inwardly there is a very great difference. There 1s a
kind of absoluteness m the consc10usness, which does not let them deviate from
the path: the errors one comm1ts become Immediately visible with consequences
strong enough for one not to be able to make any mistake about it, and things
become very senous. But it is not often lke that.

All of you, my children-I may tell you this, I have repeated 1t to you and
still repeat it-hve m an exceptional liberty Outwardly there are a few hm1ta
tons, because, as there are many of us and we don't have the whole earth at our
disposal, we are obliged to submut to a certamn discipline to a certamn extent, so
that there may not be too great a disorder; but inwardly you live mn a marvellous
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liberty: no social constraint, no moral constramt, no intellectual constraint, no
rule, nothing, nothing but a light whch is there. If you want to profit by 1t, you
profit by it; if you don't want to, you are free not to.

But the day you make a chmce-when you have done it in all sincerity and
have felt within yourself a radical decision-the thing is different. There is the
light and the path to be followed, quite straight, and you must not devate from
it. It fools no one, you know; yoga is not a joke. You must know what you are
domg when you choose it. But when you choose 1t, you must hold on to 1t. You
have no longer the right to vacillate. You must go straight ahead. There!

All that I ask for 1s a will to do well, an effort for progress and the wish to be
a httle better in life than ordinary human bemgs. You have grown up, developed
under conditions which are exceptionally luminous, conscious, harmonious, and
full of goodwill; and in response to these cond1t1ons you should be in the world
an expression of this light, this harmony, this goodwill. This would already be
very good, very good.

To do the yoga, this yoga of transformation which, of all things, 1s the most
arduous-it is only 1f one feels that one has come here for that (Imean here upon
earth) and that one has to do nothing else but that, and that 1t is the only reason
of one's existenceeven 1f one has to toil hard, suffer, struggle, it is of no
importance-"Thus is what I want, and nothing else'then it is different.
Otherwise I shall say, "Be happy and be good, and that's all that is asked of you.
Be good, in the sense of being understandmg, knowmg that the conditions m
which you have lived are exceptional, and try to live a higher, more noble, more
true life than the ordinary one, so as to-allow a little of this consciousness, th1s
light and its goodness to express itself in the world. It would be very good."
There we are.

But once you have set foot on the path of yoga, you must have a resolution
of steel and walk straight on to the goal, whatever the cost.

There!

(Questions and Answers 1955, pp 200-203)



FOUNDATION OF INTEGRAL YOGA
THREE STATEMENTS BY SRI AUROBINDO

EQUANIMITY and peace in all conditions in all parts of the bemng 1s the first
foundation of the Yogic status. Ether Light (bringing with it knowledge) or
Force (bringmg strength and dynamism of many kinds) or Ananda (bringing love
and joy of existence) can come next accordmg to the trend of the nature. But
peace is the first condition without which nothing else can be stable.

31.7.1936

*

This is not a Yoga in which abnormality of any kind, even if it be an exalted
abnormality, can be admitted as a way to self-fulfilment or spiritual realisation.
Even when one enters into supernormal and suprarationai experience, there
should be no disturbance of the poise which must be kept firm from the summit
of the consciousness to its base; the expenencing consciousness must preserve a
calm balance, an unfailmg clarity and order in its observation, a sort of
sublimated commonsense, an unfailing power of self-criticism, right discrimina
tion, coordination and firm vision of things; a sane grasp on facts and a high
spiritualised positivism must always be there. It is not by becoming irrational or
infraratonal that one can go beyond ordinary nature mto supernature; it should
be done by passing through reason to a greater light of super-reason. This super
reason descends into reason and takes it up into higher levels even while
breaking its limitations; reason is not lost but changes and becomes its own true
unlimited self, a coordinatmg power of the supernature.

(The Synthesis of Yoga, Part One, Chapter XIII)

*

What you say is right. Those one hves with have always some ways and manners
that do not agree with one's own and may grate on the mind. To observe quuetly
and not resent is part of the discipline of life,-not to be moved or affected at all
but to see with equanimity the play of one Nature in all is the discipline of
sadhana.
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THE ONE ESSENTIAL OBJECT
A REMINDER BY SRI AUROBINDO

A UNION with the Drvmne Reality of our being and all bemng is the one essential
object of the Yoga. It is necessary to keep this m mmd; we must remember that
our Yoga 1s not undertaken for the sake of the acquisition of supermind itself but
for the sake of the Divine, we seek the supermind not for its own JOY and
greatness but to make the union absolute and complete, to feel 1t, possess it,
dynamise rt in every possible way of our bemng, in its hghest mntens1tres and
largest widenesses and in every range and turn and nook and recess of our
nature. It 1s a mistake to thmk, as many are apt to think, that the object of a
supramental Yoga is to arnve at a mighty magmficence of a supermanhood, a
drvmne power and greatness, the self-fulfilment of a magnified individual
personality. This is a false and disastrous conception,--disastrous because 1t is
hkely to raise the pride, vamty and ambition of the rajasic vital mind mn us and
that, 1f not overpassed and overcome, must lead to spiritual downfall, false
because 1t 1s an egoistic conception and the first condition of the supramental
change is to get rid of ego. It 1s most dangerous for the active and dynamic nature
of the man of will and works which can easily be led away by the pursurt of
power Power comes mevitably by the supramental change, it is a necessary
condition for a perfect action: but rt 1s the DIvmne Shaktu that comes and takes up
the nature and the hfe, the power of the One actmg through the spmtual
mndrvdual; 1t is not an aggrandisement of the personal force, not the last
crowning fulfilment of the separative mental and vital ego. Self-fulfilment is a
result of the Yoga, but 1ts aim is not the greatness of the indrvdual. The sole arm
is a spmtual perfection, a fmdmg of the true self and a umon with the DIvmne by
puttmg on the divine consciousness and nature All the rest 1s constituent detail
and attendant circumstance. Ego-centnc impulses, ambition, desire of power
and greatness, motives of self-assertion are foreign to this greater consciousness
and would be an msuperable bar agamst any possibihty of even a distant
approach towards the supramental change. One must lose one's httle lower self
to fmnd the greater self. Un1on wth the DIvmne must be the master motrve; even
the discovery of the truth of one's bemg and of all bemg, life m that truth and its
greater consc1ousness, perfection of the nature are only the natural results of that
movement. Indispensable conditions of 1ts entire consummation, they are part of
the central aim only because they are a necessary development and a major
consequence

(The Synthesis of Yoga, Part One, Chapter XIII)
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POLITICIAN, STATESMAN, GREAT LEADER
AN EXCERPT FROM SRI AUROBINDO

... the ideas and schemes of the world's intellectuals who would replan the whole
status of international life altogether and from its roots in the light of general
principles, are not likely to fmd any immediate realisation. In the absence of a
general idealistic outburst of creative human hope whch would make such
changes possible, the future will be shaped not by the ideas of the thinker but by
the practcal mind of the politician which represents the average reason and
temperament of the time and effects usually something much nearer the
mimmum than the maximum of what is possible. The average general mmd of a
great mass of men, while it is ready to listen to such ideas as it has been prepared
to receive and is accustomed to seize on this or that notion with a partisan
av1duty, is yet ruled mn its action not so much by 1ts thought as by its interests,
passions and prejudices. The politician and the statesman-and the world 1s full
of politcans but very empty of statesmen-act in accordance with thus average
general mmd of the mass; the one is governed by it, the other has always to take
it mto chief account and cannot lead it where he will, unless he is one of those
great geniuses and powerful personalities who umte a large mind and dynamic
force of conception with an enormous power or mfluence over men. Moreover,
the political mind has limitations of 1ts own beyond those of the general average
mmd of the mass; it is even more respectful of the status quo, more dusmnclned to
great adventures in which the safe footing of the past has to be abandoned, more
incapable of launching out into the uncertain and the new. To do that it must
either be forced by general opinion or a powerful interest or else itself fall under
the spell of a great new enthusiasm diffused mn the mental atmosphere of the
times.

(SA BC L Vol IS, pp 362-363)
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LIFE-POETRY-YOGA

PERSONAL LETTERS

QUITE a long life has been mine. For us in the Ashram length of living has value
only inasmuch as it measures out a nearer and nearer approach to the Light of
our Gurus. We are-m the depths of our bemgs-always at the Great Goal, but
our surfaces have to trace in time and space a running golden reflection of that
eternal Truth. When I look back I feel ashamed of so many opportunities
missed, so many falhngs-away. But Sn Aurobmndo and the Mother never
encouraged the backward gaze and the regrettings and s1ghmgs. I can hear them
saying: "Turn your ear to the flute of the future. Its melodies are endless. Waste
no hours on airs that have faded, wishing them otherwise. There is no real fadmg
if you feel a fullness awaiting you in the days to come Get caught up in its call
and let the years beyond vour 86 move hke a Beethoven Symphony mountmg to
its grand finale." (23.11.1990)

If one 1s really under the spell of what 1s called "black magic", one would feel
some kind of indefinable malaise. But such malaise is not necessarily a sign of
being under black-magic mfluence. I thmk the best thmg is not to have the
impression of any influence of thus kind. To be obsessed with the idea of 1t may
prove harmful even 1f there is no black magic done. For, the mentality which
lives under that obsession may put itself in touch with the low occult plane whose
forces may themselves act as black magicians. Keep your mmd tree from fear.
After all, real black magic is rare.

As a support to keeping the mind free from fear, I would advise you to
repeat the mantra. Sri Aurobmndo sharanam mama ("Sri Aurobmndo 1s my
refuge") It is a master-mantra of protection, given by the Mother herself One
who Is not an Aurobindonian may be advised to take the name of hus Guru or hIs
ista devata ("chosen derty"').

Finally, 1f indeed some black magc has been done, 1t 1s possible that some
peculiar sign has been traced on a part of your house. Look for it and, 1f there is
one, rub it off. Sometimes the work is done through a young boy or g1rl servant.
In case you have any such servant, watch out for any pecular behaviour on hIs or
her part. Of course, all such servaJilts are not mediums, and you need not sack
them just because they are young.

At any rate, have faith in the mantra I have mentioned and be tearless. All
will be well. (26.3 1989)

*
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LIFE-POETRY-YOGA 353

It's ten at night now. I am alone, but not lonely-for the Unseen is always there,
and most on the point of visibility when one Is by oneself. It is in such a condition
that one is most able to help somebody who appeals for "a few words which will
stmmlate and gladden" his "aspiration". That is why I have kept this qmet in
drawn hour reserved for wishing )'OU "Bonne fete". And what I mean by this
wish is that you may never forget the constant source of happiness which is so
near but which you mistakenly think to be "still so far away". You most probably
know the story from the Mahabharata which I once recounted mn a "Talk" of
mme. Let me remmd you of it.

Draupadi was dragged to' the court of Duryodhana and threatened that her
san would be taken off. Strip-tease had not yet come into fashion and in any case
she could never have been a stnp-tease artist, so she was quite bashful. In full
view of the court a henchman of Duryodhana's started pullmg at her sari.
Draupadi did not know whom to turn to. She thought of Sn Krishna the Avatar
and appealed to him m her mind. She cned out inwardly: "O Lord of the highest
heaven, come to my ad!" There was no response. The poor girl became more
desperate. She sent agam her cry: "O Master of the three worlds, help me!" No
reply still-and more and more folds of her san came out. Once again Draupadi
raised her heart's plea: "O Ruler of the four quarters of the earth, rush to my
rescue!" All in vain-nothing resulted. Draupadi was really at a loss. Then she
cried out m a fmal intensity: "O You who are hidmg deep m my own heart,
come!'' At once Sn Knshna appeared before her subtle vision with hus hand
gesturmg abhaya-"Have no fear." The sari went on unwmdmg endlessly.
Draupadi could not be stripped at all.

Later she chided Sn Krishna: "Why dud you take so long to come?" Sri
Krishna sweetly and coolly replied: "If I had to come from the highest heaven or
from the three worlds or even from the four quarters of the earth, wouldn't it
take some time? But when you summoned me from your own heart, there was
no distance to cross. Naturally I came at once."

What you are gomg through is nothing strange. All of us have felt at some
time or other that "hfe 1s a drudgery and so barren." A pessimist has said:

Year after year of livmg,
Yet no difference from death

Save the nuisance of moving
And the tediousness of breath.

An optimist has offered the paradoxical consolation:

Keep on smilmg--don't look glum:
There is always worse to come.

But all these are bad Jokes that can be played on us if we haven't come to the
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Ashram. Once we are here, we have no need to despair. Even though thmgs may
look bleak, there is the assurance from Savitri:

Bear, thou shalt find at last thy road to bhss
Bhss is the secret stuff of all that lives.

And I may tell you that the sense of nothmg wonderful happenmg in our sadhana
from day to day does not reflect any reahty for us who have given ourselves mto
the hands of Sn Aurobmdo and the Mother. Thelf secret Presence is ever with us
and they are carrymg us forward no matter if we feel we are standmg still. At
some moment what 1s bemng prepared behind the scene wall break forth. Keep on
hopmg that it may come out soon. The best way to draw it nearer the surface of
our hfe 1s to let a quuet sm1le play on our lips, confident mn the farth, which I have
underhned to people agam and agam, that there is no abyss so deep that the
Divine Grace cannot hft us from 1t sky-hgh.

The smile I speak of is surely withm reach of you who are always full of
humour-and it should be all the easier when you know that you have the love of
everybody-and most warmly mdeed of your fnend who, 1n one of his poems has
vlSloned a glorious moment of the God Agm's grace turnmg everythmg to flame
and fel1city:

Lo now my heart has grown hus glimmering East
Blown by his breath a cloud of colour runs-
The yearnmg curves of life are ht to a smile (8 11 1987)

*

You have become an expert dreamer-not only gettmg fascinatmg dreams, not
only remembering them perfectly, but also exerc1smg your analytic faculty mn the
course of them! The secret whispered to you-"Here 1s the end of the
earth"--carried a symbolic meanmg Evidently it did not imply the end of your
earth-life ma physical sense nor the end of the hfe of the earth-and, of course,
the earth being round, there could be no real geographical end of the earth The
vision of North Afnca that stretched before you, makmg you wonder whether
beyond that vast expanse there ·was sea or mountam, symbohsed the cosmic
Ignorance m which we are set. Haven't you heard of Afnca havmg been called
"the Dark Contment"? And don't you know your speculation about the "other
s1de'"sea or mountain?"touched upon the liberation from that Ignorance
The sea represents the Umversal Consciousness and the mountam the Tran
scendent Reahty. These are the two states of bemg that termmate the mner
darkness in which our ordmary life is enclosed

Naturally the question is. "How are we to get out of the cosmic Ignorance?"
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A suggestive answer was given in the next part of your dream-expenence. You
think that there was a "break". But actually the interval indicates the vo1d
expectant hush which is the pre-condition of our getting the answer to our hfe's
problem. And what you term "the second phase of the dream" disclosed, again
mn a symbolc form, the answer: Nolmni, "looking taller, b1gger and fairer
complexioned" than in the outward physical aspect you had known. The tallness
pointed to the Transcendent Reality, the bigness stood for the Universal
Consciousness and the fairness represented the lberating lght whch would
counteract the power of "the Dark Continent", the "Afnca" of the earth-life's
nescience. As Nolin had always struck you as the example par excellence of
sadhana, it was inevitably his figure that you saw as the Saving Grace

(18.5.1988)

*

I have commented quite often on your dreams of Nolini which seem to be
stepping-stones towards your own Nohmesque future-subtle contacts which are
occasions for lighting up your consciousness with his own Mother-ward being.
The ad1ective "Mother-ward" is of great importance, for we must not let the
helpful fnend of our heart be anything else than a chenshed transparency
himself valuable in his own right of nearness and dearness to us but never ceasing
to be a glimmenng hnk between us and the all-luminous Presence who mothers
hus soul as well as ours.

The story of the meeting you had with Sri Aurobindo in a dream thnlls me.
The immediate answer by him to your ardent prayer before going to bed shows
how close he is to you. The meeting started, you say, on the ground floor of the
house. This indicates the subtle-physical plane. Then the contact moves to a
place where the sensations are naturally intenser-the first floor, the vital
emotonal with the psychic bemng adjoining rt. The intimacy increases and
culminates with hus extending hs hand towards you with a dish and wanting to fill
you with food, a new hfe's substance. This gesture is meant to give you a chance
to fulfil your desire for the dvya sparsha, the divine touch: the index finger of
the hand you stretch to receive the dish can manage to touch his hand. Here is
your soul's pointer to a superhuman destiny for you. Indeed, as you exclaim, the
Lord is both great and gracious.

The food-item in the dream brings me to your quotation from Savitn-the
hne which struck you while you were going through Book One, Canto Three '

On the tongue lingered the honey of paradise.

Food commng from the D1vine symbolises essentially the mellifluous meeting
between the Bliss of the Supreme Spint and our human heart's insatiate
hunger-insatiate because all that it finds in its search for happiness falls short:
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All 1s too little that the world can give.

What that line about the paradisal honey 1s meant to convey most mtlmately 1s
precisely the expenence you were instantly reminded of on reading 1t. "Durmg
the early penod of my stay in the Ashram .. sometimes I used to feel a sweet
secretion on my tongue. This contmued for a period." Here 1s a rather rare
expenence. Sn Aurobmndo himself had 1t and has explained it when a sadhak
wrote to him of havmg the same expenence. The gist of the explanation 1s that
the Divme Ananda, the Supreme Bhss, can manifest itself in terms of physical
sensation and be felt as a sweetness dnppmg upon the tongue through the
brahmarandhra, the subtle openmg that can take place at the top of the head to
the spiritual ranges of consciousness beyond the bram-mmd. This sweet sensa
tion, says Sr Aurobmndo, the RIshis of the Rrgveda named amrtam, the nectar
of immortality.

His explanation sheds hght on the fact that the R1shis, who persomfied the
D1vme Ananda as the godhead Soma, spoke of Soma as if it were an actual
matenal dnnk. Ordinarily, commentators equate rt to a hallucinogenic decoction
m the ritual: research now holds 1t to be a preparation from the plant Ephedra.
The esotenc view takes this preparation to be a symbol for an mner or higher
mmmaterial Realty But Yogic experience mn exceptional moments discovers that
the decocton was merely a substitute m external ceremony for somethmg which
was also matenal, though mn a secret way, somethmg which was an authentic
translation of the supraphys1cal Realty into a sense-delght directly wthin the
body and separate from any preparation to be taken mn from outside.'

I have used the epithet "matenal" for the sweet secretion, but truly
speaking the tongue reflects, as t were, a sensation m the subtle-physical body
which 1s ours behmd the gross-physical. Were the sahva with the Soma-taste to
be chemically analysed, I don't thmk a special sugary element would be
detected. All the same, 'the honey of paradise" remamns a fact of bodily
consciousness, even 1f not of bodily substance.

It seems to me that this "honey" can come to us m vanous forms. It need
not be confmed to bemg a sweetness on the tongue I consider it to be essentially
present in what happened after the sudden pressure you felt on the middle of
your forehead, the surface sate of the Yogc @ya-chakra, the occult centre where
thought and will can open to the Supreme Spmt. You write: "The feelmg was
very soothing and peaceful. It was commg down like a thm stream on my nose,
eyes and the cheeks under the eyes At times this feelmg was so sensitive and
strong that I felt like wipmg it off It continued Even when I went to the Dmmg
Room on foot. 1t did not wane At times there was a pressure on my head too As
a matter of fact all that area of the body was vibrant. This 1s not the first ttme-m
the past too I had the same expenence on occasion. At times 1t lmgered for
hours. Do you agree with me 1f I say that it 1s peace that descends?"
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If I have compared this experience with that of a strange sweetness in the
mouth-both of them a prolonged flow from the mner and the higher bemg of
ourselves-I should believe that what is at play is at once peace and power,
seremty and felicity, Sri Aurobindo's imperturbable Himalaya getting mirrored
in the Mother's gleammg and laughing Ganges.

Perhaps this descnption could apply also to the prolonged flow of Savtr, at
the same time a grandeur of sight and a subtlety of sound. I am not surprised that
you are "totally seized by Savtri and there is no escape". Your reading the poem
"slowly" is Just the right thmg The reason you give is delightful, you read slowly
"lest 1t might finish soon'. But actually Savtr can never be fimshed-it has
depth beyond depth and it 1s no wonder that it is not only giving you 'Immense
delight" but also "sheddmg more light than it did m the past". Sn Aurobmdo has
himself said that to him Savtr was not a poem to be written and done with: it
was a ceaseless experiment of using poetic language again and agam from an
ever-ascending curve of spmtual consciousness-an adventme of seemg how far
the speech of human poetry could go along the path of more and more lofty
Yogic realisation. Across the years Savtri grew not m length alone: it increased
immeasurably in a detailed depth from the time in 1936 when the Master first
confided to me passages from it day after day to the time when m 1950 he gave by
dictation touch on finishing touch by way of adding scores of new passages
bringing out still greater secrets than before. Most of the lines in Savtri, by being
read slowly and audibly-with the ear no less than the eye inwardly on the
alertcarry an endlessly widening aura and vibrancy of suggest1on to the soul in
us. With each novel shade of spiutual realty caught m the words, our soul adds a
cubit to its stature, visions "an ampler ether", breathes "a diviner air" Whether
or not we experience a supernatural sweetness on our tongues with the reading
of Savitr always

Its tones of fathomless JOY mstil
A taste of the Ineffable.

*

(4 1.1991)

I like your calling me "Dadhikravan", the RIgveda's white horse galloping ever
towards the dawn. As an mveterate lover of horses I cannot help feehng highly
complimented. But what makes the compliment more desuable is that the
animal of the Rigveda symbolises the purified life-force. The purification of the
lrfe-force rs the rarest of rare achievements, and 1f I happen to be on the way to 1t
nothmg can be a better portent for my future. Without 1t neither the mmd nor
the body can be taken as totally given to God The vital energy is the most
effective element mn us and 1t 1s the element by which the mind can have an
impact on earth-circumstances and by which the body can carry out the mind's
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dreams and designs as well as its own hungers. But 1t 1s our most mtractable part:
its lust for pleasure and power appears to be endless and it can easily dictate its
desires to its mental and physical companions. In the Rigveda the ultimate goal,
figured as the dawn, 1s the outbreak of the DIvmne. Consciousness upon our
ignorance And the final problem of Yoga is the turnmg of the vital energy away
from 1ts own vigourfrst to the 1deals of the vis1onary intelligence and to the
healthy p01se our limbs seek, then to the adventure of the Boundless and the
Ommpotent. This turnmg towards its own Archetype, the supernal origm of its
strength, so that a strange new elevation is achieved, seems to be pictured m that
far-seeing line of the French poet Rimbaud:

Millions d'o1seaux d'or, o future vigueur!

whch may be rendered:

Millions of golden birds, O vigour to come!

Mark the word "golden". It points to an illummatlon from some high space of
being, an alchem1satlon of the gross drive into a purified passion Here the life
force has found a superhuman freedom, the eternal hght has dissolved all hm1ts,
a multitudinous potency has touched it from a drvmne dstance, a futurity of
imperishable flame. In a different image we have here once more the stamlessly
shmmg steed of the Rigveda, the uncheckable dawnward Dadhkravan

I have to confess that this glonous creature 1s not yet a full-speeder in me.
The process of purification has still much to catch up with. There are times when
the mner movement seems to echo that line of Virgil's:

Quadrupedante putrem quatlt cursu ungula campum,

whose English version is Sn Aurobindo's

Horse-hooves trampled the crumblmg plam with a four-footed
gallop.

But the outer movement lacks the full resonance of the mner occasions. The
psychic bemg, the mmost soul, has its say agam and agam in the reg10n of the
life-force no less than in the realm of the thinker and the domain of the physical
doer. Perhaps I may even aver that mn bas1c matters it has brought about the
consent of the vital energy to self-conversion: the horse's head has been turned
irrevocably towards the Spuit's glimmering East and there 1s no halt in the
pacmg in that duectlon. What I await is the sweepmg up of the total physical
consciousness mto the rhythm of the R1gveda's unstoppable courser with its eyes
a-ht for ever. (2.2.1991)

AMAL KIRAN (K. D. SETHNA)



THE ASHRAM CHILDREN AND SRI AUROBINDO'S LIFE
A DREAM-DIALOGUE

(Continued from the ssue of May 1991)

ONE of the young ones asked: "Why did you say that there was no direct relation
between yoga and the powers that you acqmred by doing Pranayama?"

"Well, can you say that to be a poet or to mcrease the poetic creativity, 1s
part of yoga? That would mean that every poet was a yogi! Or do you consider
that my acqumng a hghter complexion was a means or a result of havmg realised
the Divine? These cannot be termed spmtual experiences or realisations."

"But you dud have spIrtual experiences too.?'
"Yes, but they happened before I really took up Pranayama, at a timewhen

I hardly knew anything about Yoga. I didn't give them much importance then In
fact, I was not very mterested m Yoga at all because it had no place m my field of
work at the time. Besides, the experiences came with such a suddenness, without
any pnor notice at all-that's another reason why I did not pay them much heed.
The moment I set foot on the Apollo Bunder, on my return to India, somcthmng
marvellous happened I thmk I have told you about it. ·Then agam, one day, as I
was memly ridmg in a carriage through the streets of Baroda, the horse seemed
suddenly to go wild, reanng and leapmg and almost overturnmg the carnage! At
that very moment I felt a Form emanate from me, lummous, vast, covermg the
whole sky. The horse was instantly calmed and I was saved."

"Yes, we have read the sonnet.It'scalled 'Godhead'. Dd you wrte 1t mn
Baroda?"

"No, I wrote it here, in Pondicherry, many years later Then there is the
mstance of the experience I had on the Himalayas when I visited Kashmir with
the Maharaja. There, when I climbed the hill on top of which was Shankar
acharya's temple to Shva, I immediately experienced the Infinite, I saw an
infmitely vast Emptmess covenng the universe.

"The last of my spmtual experiences occurred m Chhandor where I had
gone to meet the yogi Brahmananda. This place is on the banks of the nver
Narmada, both of whuch are dotted wth innumerable temples, b1g and small I
entered a Kali temple and lo! it was not a figure of stone that was there, but
Mother Kah herself It is since then that I began worshipping the D1vme Mother
and my belief mn the constant Presence of the DIvmne grew strong and sure. Until
then I did not have much faith m the gods."

"Not even after all those powerful expenences?"
"They were not enough, none of them, to awaken a firm unshakable faith.

Infmite peace, emptmess, stillness may bnng some perceptions of supernatural
truths but in order to believe with an absolute certitude in the Divme Existence,
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one must have a direct vus1on. Such as I had when I saw the Mother m the Kali
temple. After that, when I began domg Pranayama, I found my faith growmg
stronger leadmg me m the end to feel that I was merely a puppet mn the hands of
the Lord Wherever He would lead me, there would I go; whatever He made me
do, that would I do There was no longer any free-will of my own. But even mn
this state of bemg, I found that I could not progress beyond a certam pomt. It
was then that I realised that I needed the help of a Yog who would show me the
way out of this difficulty. I asked Bann to help me fmd one. It was the time when
we were preparing for the Surat Congress, gettmg ready for a dec1s1ve battle with
the Moderates. Bann had by then heard of Lele and sent him a telegram
requestmg him to come to Baroda. It seems that Lele, on rece1vmg the telegram,
felt that he was being asked to grve in1tat1on to a very spec1al person. He agreed
to help meoncondition that Iwouldgiveup politics temporarly to go and live
with him.At that time our poltical actrvrtres were extremely hectic and I was one
of the main leaders of the party. But on my way back from Surat, after our
confrontat10n with the Moderates, I shpped away. My close friends knew what I
mtended to do, so they did not remonstrate, they kept qmet For three whole
days, I stayed with Lele, shut up with hum mn one small room m Baroda. What
happened was absolutely extraordmary, unbehevable. He told me· 'Sit down!
Do not speak. Just look, you will fmd all your thoughts commg mto you from
outside. Throw them away before they can enter you' I sat down, askmg no
questions and looked To my surprise, I reahsed that what he had said was
indeed true. I saw and felt absolutely clearly thoughts trying to enter me through
the head and found myself pushng them away as 1f they were solid objects In_
this manner, withm three days, my mmd became free of thoughts and was filled
mstead by an eternal silence. That motionless silence 1s there to this day."

"This 1s the first time that we are told that our thoughts come to us from out
side. It's so strange that if anyone else had sad 1t, we'd never have believed 1t.'

"I used to feel exactly the same way. But I beheved him or rather I asked no
questions I only did what I was told. As if by magic, the mmnd became still, filled
with a silence akm to the wmdless silence on tall mountam-peaks. From then on,
the mmd, as we understand it, has ceased to function. The Spirit of Mind, the
bemg of umversal Mmd, he who, though he 1s completely free and all-wise,
labours as a slave mn the small factory of thought, was liberated, the treasures of
the mnumerable kingdoms of knowledge became accessible and I could freely
draw whatever I wished from the worlds of thought and life. Even the conse
quences of this expenence were extraordmary; I have referred to them mn the
poem 'Nuvana' Have you read 1t?

"No."
"Yes, I have. But I didn't understand 1t."
"There is nothmg to understand. It 1s only an exact descnption of the

change my bemng underwent."
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"But 1f you tell us something more about 1t, perhaps it will become clearer."
(Smlng) "Well, it was as if the whole world seemed-I shouldn't use the

word 'seemed', because there was no mind any longer that perceived-hke a
series of pictures on a cinema screen; moving in and floatmg out, unstable,
transitory, without substance or truth, illusory in short. For example, here I am
talking to you; well, there was no 'I' at all, there was nothmg, no world. The only
truth was a universal Reality, perhaps describable only as 'That'! No more were
there any I or you or a room, the matenal world had been replaced by a umversal
Nihil, Nothingness, in which the only Reality was That. Do you follow?

No answer.
"Was thus why you sand that you hadn't understood anything?''
(Laughng) "Yes."
"Then perhaps you should take recourse to Imagmatlon."
What you call 'Nirvana' Is the realisation of Buddha. But it took him six

years!"
"It took me only three days, and even Lele was surpnsed at the way it came

about." '
"Why do you say that he was surprised?"
"Because he had not expected this to happen to me, perhaps he did not even

want it to. Thus is the realisation of the Adwaita Consciousness, the culmination
of the Vedantic Path of Knowledge, and his was the path of Love and Devotion. '
Isn't it surpnsing that instead of Love all I perceived was a umversal Nihil? I too
was surprised, but for a different reason. If existence was indeed illusory, then
the aims and ideals I had been struggling to achieve all those years, the freedom
of India, the welfare of humanity, were they equally unreal and illusory?"

"Then why did you have such an expenence, m the first place?"
"How am I to explain that to you? The will of the Lord does not follow our

dictates and our standards; we cannot demand His obedience nor even HIs
acceptance of our opinions. After all, He 1s much much wiser than all of us, is He
not? (Laughing). Let us conclude therefore that perhaps the Path of Knowledge
was more useful for me, in the work I was doing." '

"But was it possible to work at all after that kmd of experience?'
"Though I told you that all in the manifested universe seemed nothing more

than moving pictures on a screen I also knew that behmd it there stood an
infinitely vast immutable Consciousness or Being. Besides, I could hear God's
commands to me, telling me what to do. He 1t was who was both Guru and
Leader."

"Not Lele? But I thought it was he."
No, no. I cannot quite call him my Guru. In fact, he appeared completely

surprised, even overwhelmed, by all that had happened. He had never seen
anything like my surrender to him, so absolute, so immediate and unquestioning.
He told me (or was 1t the Lord who used his voice?) to offer myself with the same
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absoluteness to the Drvmne dwelling within me, to put myself completely mn H1s
hands. You may be even more puzzled to know that when I met him again, two
or three months later, and he mnquured about my sadhana, he was positively
fnghtened to' learn about its progress and results He had asked me to meditate
three times a day, but I had not done 1t. Agam he had advised me to follow the
commands of my mner voice, but I obeyed the mndcations that I received from
above. I did not sit down to meditate because I was 1n a state of constant
meditation, very much lke the poet-samt Ramprasad who was so cont10uously
conscious of Kah's presence that he did not feel the need to worship Her at any
of the times Indicated for puya

"Lele was so bewildered by what was happenmg to me that he decided that I
was on the wrong path..'The Devil has possessed you,' he announced to me one
day and even wanted to undo all that he had done to me. I answered him
inwardly by saying that if this was mdeed the Devil who had possessed me, then I
would follow his path and no other. That was the end of our relationship."

"But how could he make such a mistake?"
"His knowledge was limited to his sole path, you see. It was not deep and

vast as was Ramaknshna's which 1s why Totapun failed to understand the latter.
But Lele had the evocative power, he could awaken the latent faculties m the
individual and for this I shall always be grateful to him. In all other respects, for
example as regards knowledge, wisdom, power, my be10g was more receptive
than hus."

"But all the same he did help you, when you needed it."
"Yes, indeed. He certainly had the power of evocation. Besides, a guru 1s an

agent or an instrument. It is the DIvmne who does the work, through the guru,
whoever or whatever he may be. If you are completely sincere, if your faith is
strong and firm, then your call will certa10ly be heard by the Lord and His help
will reach you through the medrum of the guru. It s the first law that b10ds the
guru to hus disciple. It 1s agamn this that enables the latter to say that hs teacher or
guru is God Hmmself.

"This, in short, is the answer to your rather complex question. You began
askmg rather difficult questions. Do you have any more of the same kmd?"
(Laughter)

One small, very hesitant v01ce piped up:
"I too find 1t rather incredible, this real1saton of yours wthmn just three

days??
"Are you Lele?" joked hus frend.
"Why should I be? But I can very well be as surprised as he was, can't J?

' Although I'm not sure I understand the subject very much "
"It's natural to feel surprised. And though I said three days, mn actual fact 1t

took me just one day-which makes it even more unusual and unbelievable.
Anyway, let me tell you a story.
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"When I first came to Pondicherry, a certain young man (not a disciple, I
didn't have disciples in those days!) came to see me. 'How does one do yoga?' he
asked me. I told him to silence the mmd. He did so, his mind became completely
still and empty At which, pamc-stncken, he came mnnmg to me-'My mmd is
completely empty. There are no thoughts. I am turmng mto an id10t.' He didn't
even stop to wonder where the words he was uttenng were commg from, nor
whether he would, mn fact, become a fool! Well, anyhow, I was not so patient, in
those days, so I let him go. He stopped commg to see me. He also lost the drvmne
s1lence that had been grven to hum."

'Can't we get 1t??
"If you did, you might become hike hum! (Laughter) It 1s really difficult for

you, because you don't even have formed mmds yet. First develop your minds,
then we shall see. But let me contmue my own story-what happened to me after
my mmd became qmte empty. It was a state similar to that of the foolish young
man; I asked Lele, 'Here I am, with my mmnd completely blank, empty, free of
thought. But how then am I to make the speeches that I am expected to make?
All along the route, on my way back to Calcutta, at Poona first, then at Bombay,
there will be meetmgs where I must speak.' He told me not to worry. He said,
'When you stand before the audience, wth folded hands invoke God and wart
quietly You wll find that your voice will be used to say whatever 1s necessary.'
Again, with complete faith in hus words, I followed hus advice It was just as he
had said it would be I myself was astomshed My earher speeches had always
been carefully thought out, though thinkmg had never been very hard for me.
But thus was miraculous. It was exactly as 1f the Goddess Saraswat fitted the
words to my tongue' All my speeches that followed, from the one at Poona to the
one I made mn Calcutta, all were spoken m the same way Not only my
speeches-my wntmgs, my conversations, everythmg flowed down henceforth
from above the mmd. I could never have. undertaken the immense task that I am
domg with only the mmd for my gmde, could I?"

"On your return to Calcutta after the Nirvana expenence, didn't you fmd 1t
difficult to resume all your work?"

"Not at all! I had so many responsib1hties-pohtical and national-as well
as the JOb of editmg the Bande Mataram, addressmg meetmgs, and so on."

"But then, what about your sadhana?"
"You sttll do not seem to realise that work and sadhana are not separate

from and mcompatible with each other. The notion mstilled by the earher yogas
are so deep-rooted mn the race that they have mfluenced even your ch1ld-mmds.
But I for one do not find anything surpnsmg or difficult mn bemng able to
contmue with all my work, be it national or domestic, wntmg or teachmg
or whtle pursumg my sadhana most earnestly, because I consider work to be
part of sadhana In fact, this 1s one of the mam charactenstics of our yoga,
here."
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"But 1f I were to attamn the peace of Nirvana, I believe I would give up all my
activates!' (Laughter)

"Vivekananda too had said somethmg on those Imes, to which Sri
Ramakrishna had retorted, 'But that makes you terribly selfish!' As a matter of
fact, after the Nirvamc experience, one does tend to withdraw oneself from the
world, that danger is indeed there. But we are not doing the yoga for our own
sakes. If that were so, there would have been no need to estabhsh this Ashram,
nor need I have come down mto the world at all. However, my worldly activities
dud soon come to an abrupt end-the day God sent the police to me with a
warrant of arrest and took me to the Ahpore Jail."

"God did that?"
"Since I had surrendered all my responsubhtes to Hmm, smnce my patriotism

was nothing other than His worship and I knew 1t was He who was gmdmg me at
every step-why should I then not say that it was He who did 1t? The pohce were
merely an excuse and an instrument. Of course, this knowledge became a
certitude only after I went to pnson."

"But why did the Lord treat you so harshly?"
(Smiling) "What may seem harsh or cruel to us mn 1ts immediate appearance,

often turns out to be extremely sweet, ultimately. In Jail, He told me,-'The
bonds you could not break, I have broken for you. I have brought you here so
that you may' prepare yourself for the task I have chosen for you.' In fact, a
month or so before my arrest, God had md1cated to me to give up everythmg, in
order to be able to pursue my sadhana in solitary earnestness so that I might
draw even closer to Him. But I was so attached to my country and my work that I
could not accept His suggestion. And hence the arrest! God's 'cruel' pumspment
to me!.. I will tell you more about this in due course.

(To be contnued)

NIRODBARAN

(Translated by Jhumur from the Bengali)
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SOME EPISODES IN THE LIFE OF AN
"EXTRAORDINARY GIRL"

A REPORT BASED ON ORAL COMMUNICATION

(Continued fom the ssue of 24 Aprl 1991)

The Astrologer

I SPOKE last time about a remarkable astrologer whose predictions about many
events mn my future hfe came true almost word for word. How did he acquire this
power?

The story goes that after he had lost his young wife whom he had loved very
dearly, he travelled to Tibet There he spent many years learnmg the science of
occultism and prophecy from a Tibetan tantnc, Tibet bemg well known for this
knowledge

Then when he had become an adept, he returned to Bengal and began to
use his powers to see mto people's hves. At such times, ,It was observed that he
would put one hand on a tiger's skull he had brought with him from Tibet and
kept by his side Simultaneously, hus eyes would glow wth a strange lght. He
would not charge hus customers or accept any remuneration from them, and was
particularly stnct m this regard, as he was afraid that 1f he did, he would lose his
power. It goes without saymg that 1f he had taken payment he would have
amassed enormous wealth. But 1roncally, he eventually lost his power for a
totally different reason.

The astrologer's prophecy about not only my mamage but an mcident
concerned with it also turned out to be true. He had predicted that my uncle
would come from a distant place to attend my marnage, even though that
seemed a remote poss1buluty But he dud mn fact arrive, unfortunately not with
happy results. On the occas1on of the ceremony he suddenly blurted out, "When
my Guru gave me permission to come, I asked lum how he was allowing me to
go, when 1t was against his principles. He replied, 'This 1s not really a marnage,
so I am allowmg you.' "

My uncle made this astomshmg statement Just when, mn the course of the
ritual, water had been poured mnto the vessel I was holding. No sooner did I hear
him than I dropped the pot and burst mnto tears All the assembled guests were as
stunned as I was. "What does this mean? And 1f 1t has any meaning, is this the
time to say 1t? Shamel Shamel" they shouted from all sides. But my uncle, true
to his nature, could not have remained more nonchalant and unconcerned. He
apparently had no mklmg of what a grave mndiscreton he had committed.

Later on, I turned on my mother. "Why have you arranged this marnage?"
I demanded. The astrologer, who was present, answered for her, saymg that
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even though 1t would not be a happy marriage she could not avoid 1t. "Remem
ber, I told you you have to be a mother," he added In despar, I was left
wondering whether that was why my uncle had said that 1t was not a real
marriage. But then what was it? I asked myself utterly nonplussed

On another occas1on, the astrologer said that I would never be loved by
anyone of my own age, only by a much older man

Surprised, I replied, "But there 1s a man such as you describe. He does so
much for me, yet he never expects anythmg m return. Could it be that he 1s the
one who loves me?

"No, no, he isn't the one," the astrologer protested.
"Are you sure?"
"I'm sure. Take my word for it."
Many years passed, but the prophecy remamed unfulfilled. Once agam I

remmded the astrologer of it after he had lost his power. But he would not go
back on his prediction, and ms1sted, "I have spoken the truth-it came to me ma
flash. He exists somewhere, and he will come."

In the end, I and my mother did meet such a person, but despite our many
meetings he never gave any mndcat1on of his love for me.

The astrologer made still another disturbing prediction. He sand: "You wll
fall seriously Ill and be mn danger of death. Then the Lord will come and ask you,
'Do you want to die?' And you will reply, 'No!' " This too turned out to be
correct. After the b1rth of my son, I became so ill that my body raged with high
fever for days, with no med1cmne having any effect The doctor's verdict was that
I had measles, but that for some reason the disease was bemg prevented from
taking its natural course, 1t was suppressed, and as a result I was mdeed close to
death

As my mother sat by my bedside gently caressmg me, someone suddenly
whispered mn my ear, "Do you want to de??

I shuddered and rephed, "No, no, I don't!"
After this the measles' rash that had been suppressed erupted all over my

body, and I gradually recovered.
I have already mentioned that the astrologer had taken particular mterest m

drawing up my horoscope, fmndmng 1t most unusual He reconfirmed thus view one
day when I showed him my hand saymg, "Just look at my palm! How many
complicated criss-cross Imes there are!"

"That's why I'm so intrigued by 1t," he answered "It's a veritable Chmese
puzzle! Do you know why? Because you have registered the varous vubrations of
other people's mmds on your hand, and that's what makes 1t rare. I've seen so
many people's palms showmg the same kind of life-marriage, children, illness,
death-hke a formula. But your hand 1s different, and by consequence your hfe
1s full of strange experiences, difficulties, sufferings and dangers. What obstacles
and crises you will have to pass through I You must have seen the circus act where
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the performers have to vault through a flammg wheel without gettmg burnt.
Well, he who 1s guudmng you will see you through the burnmg wheels of your
difficulties mn a smmlar manner."

Yet mme was not the only unhappy hfe the astrologer encountered An
extremely beautiful young relative of mme, though marned, fell m love with a
Mushm boy She deserted her husband and went to hve with him, even after the
astrologer had told her, "Beware, give up your lover. Otherwise you wll be
rumed, I warn you." She paid no attention.

Soon after, the Hmdu-Mushm nots before Partition broke out m Bengal.
The Muslim youth was forced by his commumty to abandon the Hmdu gul and
flee to East Pakistan. Left unprotected, the poor grl suffered mdescnbably at
the hands of goondas.

Though there are many other stories connected with the astrologer's
predctions, I wll end with one that he made when he had almost lost hs power.
At the time, I was extremely anxious about my impendmng divorce from my
husband "What will happen? What will be the result of the case?" I asked.

"Have I the power left to see?" he replied sadly But after a few days, when
I met him agam, he astounded me with what he had to say. "A westerner will
save you," was his prediction "He loves you He may be German, French, or
some other nationahty."

"A westerner? Love me?" ] cned. "I don't meet foreigners, as you
know-far from havmg a love affau with one!"

He was adamant. "Well, that's what I saw. There can't be any mistake "
Incredibly, once agamn he turned out to be rght There was no mstake mn h1s

vision, and how 1t came about was beyond 1magmmg. I shall speak about it m the
nght place.

Meanwhile, I may record that the astrologer lost his power because he had
gone astray. The lesson, as Mother says, is that occult powers are most
dangerous and are best left alone, unless one can maintain a state of extreme
punty

NIRODBARAN



THE LAND OF MISTS
IN a moonlit landscape
Limned was the perfection of palaces,
Huts, trees and ammals-
As if life had stopped m a fairy moment,
For movement there was none.
Sound had vanished; life, calm and hushed,
Marbled in an mstant's immobile etermty
Under a silver cumulus, stood arrested
Creation and its million objects.
There in soulful silences swrled
Divine ecstasies on silver wings,
Each tuned to new shades and hues,
Seven of the rainbow and many besides,
Colours of wonder invisible to the clipped vision of human eyes.
Colour with intense life and potency
Played there with colour, taking shape
In a strange creation of dynamic ether.
There stood resplendent mn that Land of Musts
The liberated soul, the wayfarer on tracts unseen,
Eager for the Akash Brahman, clad m calm, awaitmg the tryst.

SHYAM KUMARI

EDITOR'S NOTE

PEOPLE have been mquiring about the continuation and the end of "The Story of
a Soul".

So Huta will give, in several future issuesofMother Inda, an outline of her
life and work with the Mother under the title "Labour of Love", covenng the
years 1955-73.

The full account will be written as part of the book, The Story of a Soul,
·which will be published in 15 or 16 volumes in the course of time.
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SHAKESPEARE CRITICISM IN THE ROMANTIC AGE
( Continued from the issue of May 1991)

UNLIKE Colendge, Lamb and Hazlitt followed the native Enghsh tradition of
emp1rcal criticism and owed little to the new cntlc1sm from Germany. Both of
them received somethmg from the contact with Shakespeare and found scope
and fulfilment for their own creative Impulses.

Charles Lamb did not wnte much by way of Shakespearean crrtucrsm but the
little that he wrote 1s worth 1ts weight mn gold He 1nutated the movement of
enjoying a work of art without carmng for theoretical abstract1ons. E M.W.
Tllyard considers hum the greatest master of applied criticism in English A.C.
Bradley called him "the best cntlc of the nmeteenth century."

Even m his Tales from Shakespeare (1807) w.here he adapts Shakespeare's
stones to the intelhgence of uncritical children, Lamb's subtle intellect and
unerrmg taste are visible. The followmg descnptlon of Polonius reveals the
master-hand of Lamb: "a man grown old in crooked maxims and policies of
state, who dehghted to get at the knowledge of matters m an indirect and
cunning way."14

Lamb's bnlhant ms1ghts mto some of the characters of Shakespeare are to
be found mn h1s Essays of Elia also. In the essay, The Old Actors, while paymg
tributes to certam actors, he neatly sketches Iago and Malvoho: "It was not a
man settmg his wits at a child, and wmkmg all the while at other children, who
are mghtly pleased at being let mto the secret; but a consummate vllamn
entrappmg a noble nature mto toils, agamst which no discernment was available,
where the manner was as fathomless as the purpose seemed dark, and without
motive. "1

'

"Malvol1o 1s not essentially ludicrous. He becomes comic but by accident.
He 1s cold, austere, repelhng, but d1gmfied, consistent, and, for what appears,
rather of an over-stretched morality.... But his i;norahty and his manners are
misplaced in Illyria."

Lamb's Specmens of English Dramatic Poets who Laved about the Tue of
Shakespeare (1808) reveals "a new and sens1t1ve appreciation of the Ehza
bethans "1

' His companson of Fletcher with Shakespeare 1s worth quoting:
"Fletcher's ideas moved slow, hus versification, though sweet, 1s tedious, 1t

stops at every turn, he lays hne upon hne, makmg up one after the other, addmg
image to image so deliberately, that we see thetr Junctures. Shakespeare mmgles
everythmg, runs lme mto lme, embarrasses sentences and metaphors, before one
idea has burst its shell, another 1s hatched and clamorous for disclosure. "18

Hrs essay On the Tragedes ofShakespeare, consdered wth reference to ther
fttness for Stage Representation (1811) contams his argument that Shakespeare's
plays are least fitted to be performed on the stage, because acting deals only with
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the superficial thmgs of passion, whereas Shakespeare reveals the mternal
workmgs and movements of a great mmd He argues that the practice of stage
representation reduces everythmg to a controversy of elocut10n

"But the Lear of Shakespeare cannot be acted The contemptible machmery
by whch they mmmuc the storm whch he goes out mn, Is not more inadequate to
represent the horrors of the real elements, than any actor can be to represent
Lear."1

"

He goes on to say that everyone who sees Othello acted smks his mmd m his
colour There 1s somethmg revoltmg to the mmnd mn the courtship and wedded
caresses To read the witch scenes m Macbeth 1s to be spellbound, as Macbeth
himself was; the witches on the stage become old women to be ndculed. All
spirits and fares mn The Tempest can only be believed, not pamted.

Bradley echoed Lamb when he asserted that King Lear could not be 'acted.
Granville-Barker has challenged this view and,convmcmgly argued that the play
can be successfully represented on the stage But rt should be remembered that
part of Lamb's protest agamst the actmg of Shakespeare 1s levelled agamst the
kmnd of stagmg, actmg, settmg and costummg Shakespeare received m the
theatre of hs time He mght have qualified hs vew 1f the theatrcal experience
had been different

It 1s true that Lamb was lackmg m range, scholarship and knowledge of
foreign literature. But when he 1s discussing certain works of art, he 1s able to
bnng the reader closer to them by some subtle means than any other cnt1c can
do. Lamb's recreatrve power, hs capacity to 1dentufy hmmself with the object he
loves and his power to make the poet he 1s d1scussmg speak agam cannot be
underestimated.

The approach of Hazlitt 1s fundamentally different from that of Colendge If
Coleridge 1s pr1manly a theorst, Hazlitt 1s an impress1on1st Coleridge's vis1on 1s
coloured by the views of the German cnt1cs, Hazlitt owes very httle to the
contmental cntics Though he praises The Lectures of A W Schlegel, he
disagrees frequently about details of the plays and rejects Schlegel's fantastc
ascnpt1on of several doubtful plays to Shakespeare On many issues he 1s nearer
to Wordsworth than to Colendge. "He 1s, hke Wordsworth, rooted mn the
English empmcal trad1t1on, hke Wordsworth he mhents the emot1onahsm and
Rousseamsm of the later 18th century . The Prefaces to Lynea! Ballads,
though rarely referred to, are clearly basic texts from which much of Hazlitt's
own theory 1s denved "20

Hazlitt defends what 1s now known as Impress1on1stic crtcism "I say what I
thmk, I thmk what I feel I cannot help rece1vmg certam 1mpress1ons from
thmgs, I have suffic1ei;it courage to declare (somewhat abruptly) what they
are."21 "In a word, I have endeavoured to feel what 1s good, and to give a reason
for the faith that was m me, when necessary, and when m my power."""

His concept of poetry 1s usually wide and vaned enough to accommodate
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different conceptions. He uses the word 'Poetry' to mean three different things·
the composition produced, the state of mmd or faculty producing it, and, m
certam cases, the subject-matter proper to call forth that state of mmd. Poetry
must be passion and the best poetry must be objective passion To him, the poet
1s the all-sympathizer, devoid of any mndividualty and absorbed in hus objects.

Hus general treatment of Shakespeare appears mn hus lecture On Shakespeare
and Ben Jonson There he speaks of the universal quahty of Shakespeare's mmd:
"He was just hke any other man, but that he was hke all other men. He was the
least of an egotist that it was possible to be .... His gemus shone equally on the
evil and on the good, on the wise and the foohsh, the monarch and the beggar. ...
He had only to think of anythmg m order to become that thing, with all the
circumstances belongmg to 1t." In the same essay, there is a tnbute to
Shakespeare's language and versification. "He has a magic power over words;
they come winged at his bidding, and seem to know their places .... His language
is hieroglyph1cal. It translates thoughts into visible images It abounds in sudden
transitions and elliptical expressions. This is the source of his mixed metaphors,
which are only abbreviated forms of speech. "24

•

In his Lectures on the Englsh Poets, Hazlitt compares four writers
Chaucer, Spenser, Shakespeare and Milton. Chaucer is a poet of manners;
Spenser is a poet of romance; Shakespeare is a poet of nature in the largest sense
of the term, and Milton is the poet of morality. Chaucer describes thmgs as they
are; Spenser as we wish them to be; Shakespeare as they would be; Milton as
they ought to be Imaginaton was common to all four. The charactenstic of
Chaucer is his mtensity; of Spenser, remoteness, of Milton, elevation, but of
Shakespeare, everything.

Hazlitt's rch sense of history 1s evident mn hus essay On Modern Comedy. He
is aware of the fact that Shakespeare is first and foremost an Elizabethan
playwright. "Shakespeare, with all his genius, could not have written as he did, if
he had hved in the present times ... and his age was necessary to him. It was this
which enabled him to grapple at once with Nature, and which stamped his
characters with her image and superscription. "25

On the Characters of Shakespeare's Plays (1817) is the first book of
Romantic Criticism of Shakespeare in England, Though the title appears to be
conservative, the ideas contamed in it are stnkmgly modern There is a preface,
in which Hazlitt remarks thatShakespeare's descriptions are dent1cal with the
things themselves, seen through the fme medium of passion. It ism the preface
that Hazlitt tnes to account for Johnson's failure as a Shakespearean cntic.
There are individual chapters on each of the plays with the exception of Pericles,
followed by the two entitled the "Doubtful Plays of Shakespeare" and "Poems
and Sonnets." The plays are generally grouped by genre: tragedy first, then
history, then comedy. The essays abound in quotations from the plays In every
fourth or fifth chapter, there is a discuss1on of some general topic or other. For
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mstance, there are discussions on (1) Shakespeare's heromes (in Cymbelne) (2)
tragedy as a discipline of humanity (mn Othello) (3) the aristocratic 'imagination
and the repubhcan understanding (in Corwlanus), (4) the difference between
Chaucer and Shakespeare (mn Trolus and Cressda) (5) the nature of Shake
spearean comedy (m Twelfth Night) (6) Shakespeare as a moralist (in Measure
for Measure).

His remark on the heromnes of Shakespeare's plays Is an excellent piece of
criticism: they "seem to exist only in thetr attachment to others They are pure
abstractions of the affections. We think as httle of thetr persons as they do
themselves, because we are let into the secrets of thetr hearts... No one ever hit
the true perfect10n of the female character, the sense of weakness leaning on the
strength of its affections for support, so well as Shakespeare."

In his observat10ns on Shakespearean comedy, he anticipates Coghill, who
has wntten that it derives from the Christian rathei than the classic pattern,
focusing on forgiveness rather than pumushment.

Shakespeare's drama, he observes, "is perhaps too good-natured for
comedy It has little satire, and no spleen It aims at the ludicrous rather than the
ridiculous. It makes us laugh at the follies of mankind, not despise them, and still
less bear any ill-will towards them. Shakespeare's comic genus resembles the
bee rather in its power Qf extracting sweets from weeds or poisons, than in
leaving a sting behind 1t.""

In his examination of Shakespeare's characters, his interest in acting and his
experience as a playgoer stand him in good stead He employs three devices: (1)
evocat1on of a scene, action or actor (2) suggestive metaphor (3) personal
reference. He finds Shakespeare's specific virtue m his character-creation and mn
the delineation of passion. Like many other cntlcs of his time, he beheves that
Shakespeare made hs characters lve by identfymng himself with them and
becoming in turn everyone of them. In analysing the complex characters he finds
full play for his knowledge of psychology.

Hazlitt very convmcmgly argues that Shakespeare traces, m his plays, not
only the course and progress of passion but the intricate relat10nship between
one passion and other passions and feelings. His examination of Othello and
Macbeth, from thus point of vew, Is quute interesting: "The movement of the
passion in Othello is exceedingly different from that of Macbeth. In Macbeth
there is a violent struggle between opposite feelmgs, between amb1t1on and the
stings of conscience almost from first to last: in Othello, the doubtful conflict
between contrary passions, though dreadful, continues only for a short time, and
the chef mnterest 1s excited by the alternate ascendancy of different pass1ons, by
the entire and unforeseen change from the fondest love and most unbounded
confidence to the tortures of Jealousy and the madness of hatred."

Hazlitt was one of the earliest crtcs to vindicate Shakespeare's masterful
use of language and especially his mixed metaphors. He responds to Shake-
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speare's poetry mn Macbeth, Othello, Hamlet, Kng Lear and The Merchant of
Venice. While mamtammg that Macbeth is done upon a stronger and more
systematic principle of contrast than any other of Shakespeare's plays, he says,

"The whole play is an unruly chaos of strange and forbidden things, where
the ground rocks under our feet. Shakespeare's genius here took its full wmg,
and trod upon the farthest bounds of nature and passion. This cucumstance will
account for the abruptness and v10lent antitheses of the style, the throes and
labour which run through the expression and from defects will turn them into
beauties. 'So fair and foul a day I have not seen', etc. 'Such welcome and
unwelcome news together.' 'Men's lives are lke the flowers mn their caps, dymg
or ere they sicken,' 'Look hke the innocent, flower, but be the serpent under
1t'.... The description of the witches is full of the same contradictory principle.""

Hazlitt is never hampered by the 18th-century habits and prejudicespre
judices mn favour of clear statements and explicit moral conchis1ons and agamst
verbal complexity and implyeitness. He 1s at his best when he deals with complex
characters. Even ReneWellek who considers Characters of Shakespeare's Plays
an immature workconcedes: "His character sketch of Iago 1s super1or to
Colendge's description of his 'motiveless malignity' or to Tucker Brooke's recent
attempttosentimentalze Iago into a basically likeable good fellow."" His
crtjosm of Romeo and Julet 1s also superb. "Thenr courtship is not an insipid

interchange of sentiments hp-deep, learnt at second-hand from poems and
plays-made up of bea1:1t1es of the most shadowy kind, of 'fancies wan that hang
the pensive head', of evanescent smiles, and sighs that breathe not, of delicacy
that shrinks from the touch, and feebleness that scarce supports itself, an
elaborate vacuity of thought, and an artificial dearth of sense, spirit, truth, and
nature!"31 Colendge has also said much about Romeo and Julet, but Ralli,
another admirer of Coleridge, concedes that "the comparison would not be all in
favour of Colendge "'2

The chief excellence of Hazlitt's Shakespeare criticism is that he brings to
Shakespeare the sensibility of a drama critic and the mtelligence of a closet cntic.
At the same time, 1t is not easy to Ignore his limitations. Hus indifference to the
distinction between hfe and art, his blindness to the beauty of Shakespeare's
poetry, his imperfect knowledge of the Ehzabethan ethos, his political prejudices
and his desire to flaunt his own personality are too evident at times.

(To be continued)

P. MARUDANAYAGAM
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BERNARD SHAW ON HINDUISM
A LETTER TO ENSOR WILLIAMS

I AM wntmg this mn the Gulf of Siam after inspectmg a remarkable collection of
religions in Egypt and India The apparent multiplcrty of Gods 1s bewldermng at
the first glance; but you soon discover that they are all the same God m different
aspects and functions and even sexes. There 1s always one uttermost God who
defies persomfication This makes Hmduism the most tolerant rehg10n m the
world, because its one transcendent God mcludes all possible Gods, from
elephant Gods, bird Gods and snake Gods right up to the great Tnmty of
Brahma, Vishnu and Shiva, which makes room for the VIrgm Mary and modern
Femmnusm by makmg Shiva a woman as well as a man· Chnst 1s there as Knshna,
who might also be Dionysos. In fact Hinduism is so elastic and so subtle that the
profoundest Methodist and the crudest idolater are equally at home mn 1t.

(Feb. 1933)



THE LONG AND THE SHORT OF IT
A ROLLING stone gathers no moss

A mass of concreted earthy matenal perenmally rotatmg on its axis will not
accumulate an accretion of bryophyt1c vegetation.

Too many cooks spoil the broth
A superabundance of talent skilled m the preparation of gastronomic

concoctions will 1mpair the quality of a certam potable solution made by
1mmersmg a gallinaceous bird in ebullient Adam's ale

People who lve mn glass houses shouldn't throw stones.
Indrv1duals who perforce are constrained to be dome1led in vitreous

structures of patent frangblty should on no account employ petrous formations
as projectiles.

The early bird catches the worm.
That prudent av1s which matutmally deserts the cozmess of its abode will

ensnare a verm1culate creature.

All that glitters 1s not gold.
Everythmg that coruscates with effulgence 1s not ipso facto aurous.

Waste not, want not.
He who does not dissipate hus competence by hebetudmnous prodigality will

not subsequently lament an exiguous inadequacy.

A fool and his money are soon parted
An addle-pated beetlehead and hus specie drvaricate with startling pre

matunty

It's an Ill wmd that blows nobody any good.
It can be no other than a maleficent honzontally propelled current of

gaseous matter whose portentous advent 1s not the harbinger of a modicum of
beneficence.

Look before you leap.
One should hyperesthetically exercise macrography upon that situs which

one will eventually tenant, if one propels oneself mto the troposphere.

To err 1s human, to forgive dvine
Aberration 1s the hallmark of homo sap1ens while longanmmous placab1lty

and condonation are the mdicia of supramundane ommsc1ence.
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FAMOUS POETRY CONDENSED
WORDSWORTH'S IMMORTALITY ODE

BABES see
God's plan.
Not so
Grown man.
Rupe sage
Half can.

MARGARET WOOD

KEATS'S ODE ON A GRECIAN URN

Lovers
on jug
never
can hug.
-Men rot;
pots not.

MICHAEL WOOD

TENNYSON'S ULYSSES

Come back?
Might try
Wife's old;
Son's 'pr';
Push off
Goodbye'

A.M ROBERTSON

SHAKESPEARE'S HAMLET-SOLILOQUY

Stick hfe
Or not?
Life's strife,
Death'swhat?
Hell's trck?
I'll stick.

A.M SAYERS
376
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POPE'S ESSAY ON MAN

First Cause
Made laws.
But why?
Don't pry,
Poor wight
All's right.

AUDEN'S SPAIN
Past's done
And how!
Leave plough,
Take gun.
Soon fun:
Fight now

ELIOT'S FOUR QUARTETS

(East Coker)
Startend
(Death's smart).
Hop, blend,
Birth, art
(Stuff penned),
End, Start-

(The Dry Salvages)
God-r
Ver-sea-
Mado-
-nna-Kn-
Shna-pot-
Pourri.
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A.M. ROBERTSON

MARTIN ROBERTSON

J.A. LINDON

MARTIN ROBERTSON

(From "New Statesman", 30 July, 1960)



PEPYS AND ANANDA RANGA PILLAI AS DIARISTS
CERTAIN dianes IO French and English have been found to be of immense value
to soc1al and poltcal hrstorans For a picturesque and realstc account of the
reigns of Charles VI and Charles VII, we have to go to Journal d'un bourgeos de
Pans kept by an anonymous French pnest from 1409 to 1431 and contIOued by
another person to 1449 And the diary of Marqms D'An1ou covenng the penod
from 1684 to 1720 highlights many h1stoncal events of the penod Jonathan
Swift's dary called The Journal to Stella 1s a cur1ous "amalgam of ambton,
affection, wt and freakishness " The journals of Sir Walter Scott, Dorothy
Wordsworth, Henry Crabb RobIOson, Kathenne Mansfield, Andre Gide and the
five-volume diary of V1rgIOia Woolf are of extraordinary literary IOterest.

But, accordIOg to English scholars, the greatest diarist of all 1s Samuel
Pepys, wIth whom I thunk Ananda Ranga Pillar deserves comparson. Th1s
comparison 1s justified because Sir Frederic Prce, an able hustor1an, who has
edited the first three volumes of the English translation of P11lai's diary has
himself observed, "It stands unique as a record of the IOmost thoughts and
reflections of an extremely able, level-headed Onental, and of his cntic1sms -
which at times are of the freest character--of his fellows and masters It 1s a
strange mixture of thmngs trv1al and Important; of famly matters and affairs of
state; of busIOess transactions and the social life of the day; IOterspersed with
scraps of gossip, all evidently as they came to the mmnd of the darst, who mught
well be dubbed the Indian Pepys."

The careers of both Ananda Ranga P1lla1 and Pepys were charactenzed by
Industry, devotion to duty, unbending pass1on for effcrency and honesty Both
the hves were eventful and both were keen men of affairs who were involved mn
the chief events of their times Both were learned men with vaned IOterests
Born on March 30, 1709, Pillar enjoyed a meteonc nse IO his career, becommg
the Chief Dubash whom Duplerx consulted on many complex and controversial
matters. His was a full hfe from 1709 to 1761, which happened to be a
momentous period mn the history of Pond1cherry As an enterprising business
man and as an honest diplomat, he came mnto contact with all the men who
mattered and had a hon's share mn all the events that shaped the destiny of this
great city. Samuel Pepys, who hved from 1633 to 1703, was the son of a working
tailor, acqmred university educat10n and rose to be one of the greatest men of his
day, becommg England's Secretary of the Admiralty and servIOg as a member of
Parliament, President of the Royal Society and Master of the Clothworkers'
Company and a baron of the Cmque Ports and "the trusted confidant of Charles
II from whom he took down mn shorthand the account of escape after the battle
of Worcester and of James II whose will he witnessed before the royal fl1ght 1n
1688. As the administrative head of the Royal Navy, he made a bold attempt at
stampIOg out the corruption that had paralyzed the actlVltles of the navy He
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remamed courageously at his post dunng the Great Plague and the fire of
London He was known to be "a conscientious admimstrator m an age of
conscienceless venalty." $

Ranga Pillar's copious diary opening on September 6, 1736 and ending on
January 12, 1761, 1s nch m details which are of h1stoncal, social, literary and
linguistic value The ongmal Tamil version runnmg to about 3000 pages records
events of histoncal importance like the mnvas1on of Nadr Shah, the fall of Delhi,
alliances of Kings m Europe, battles m India as well as the customs and habits of
the local people, their beliefs, fears and ambitions, weaknesses and the daily
actrvties of the diarist and the arrivals and departures of ships. Pepys' diary
givmg a fascmatmg picture of the official and upper class life of Restoration
London from January 1, 1660 to May 31, 1669 was wntten m Thomas Shelton's
system of shorthand and fills six quarto volumes It 1s "a record of crowded
workmg days and of all the Joys and cares-social and official, aesthetic and
vulgar, domestic and extradomestcthat made up Pepys' hfe "

Both the dianes are authentic records of private life and pubhc events.
Dodwell, one of the editors of the English translation of Ranga P1llai's diary, has
remarked "As regards what he has seen and heard, he seems to be a very
reliable witness. I am not aware of any mstance m which he himself 1s gmlty of
anythmg hke bad faith." One of the entnes claims, "I proceed to chromcle what
I hear with my ears, what I see with my eyes" and he keeps hus promise He does
not spare himself. For example, confessmg his weakness for flattermg people in
power, he writes about one of hus meetings with Duple1x:

"I dwelt at length, and in highly eulogistic terms, on the address with which
he administered the affairs of thus city at so crt1cal a time as the present, and on
the tact with which he expended from his own purse two lakhs of pagodas to
relieve the townsmen from embarrassment, and mamtain them in prosperity
such as though they were m times when trade and commerce were at their best. I
remarked that the ability and success of the admmnstrat1on of his predecessors
could not bear companson with those of his, and that 1t was problematical
whether any of his successors would reach the standard of his qualifications; and
I averred that there was no man m India who could conduct affairs of state with
the consummate skill that he had displayed at the momentous period of the
threatened attack by the English on Pond1cherry."

Pepys too beheld what happened around him with unerring eyes and
recorded them smcerely without holdmg back anythmg essential to his account.
Like a gifted Joumahst he can sum up a scene or a person m a few bnlhant
words He calls his Aunt Jane "a poor, rehg1ous, good soul, talkmg of nothmg
but God Almighty." He does not gloss over hus own weaknesses-hs vanity, 1ll
temper, a fondness for fme clothes, good food and attractive women. Mention
ing his mterest ma new watch he wntes,

"But Lord! to see how much of the old folly and childishness hangs on me m
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that I cannot forebear carrying my watch in my hand mn the coach all the
afternoon and seeing what o'clock rt 1s one hundred times."

Whatever Is felt strongly mn tie course of the day 1s recorded mn the journal
faithfully and mterestingly:

"May 1st 1669-up betimes. Called up by my tailor, and there first put on a
summer suit this year; but 1t was not my fine one of flowered tabby vest and
coloured camelot tunic, because it was too fme with the gold lace at the bands,
that I was afraid to be seen in 1t; but put on the stuff suit I made the last year,
which is now repaired; so did go to the office m it and sat all the mornmg, the day
lookmg as 1f 1t would be foul. At noon home to dinner, and there find my wife
extraordmary fme, with her flowered tabby gown that she made two years ago,
now laced exceedmg pretty; and, mdeed, was fme all over; and mighty earnest to
go, though the day was very lowermg; and she would have me put on my fme
suut, whuch I dud; and so on we went alone through the town with our new liveries
of serge, and the horses' manes and tails tied with red nbbons, and the standards
there gilt with varnish, and all clean, and green reins, that people did mightily
look upon us; and, the truth 1s, I did not see any coach more pretty, though more
gay, than ours all the day."

Ranga P1lla1 also displays a fme sense of humour. For instance, when a
Collector told him that Goddess Manamman appeared to him mn human form
and threatened that there would be death and destruction if she was not given
silk cloth, gold anklets and bracelets and a basket of flowers and a village, Ranga
Pillai replied,

"I had only heard that the goddess had appeared in Arcot and those parts mn
dreams and not mn human form as the goddess has appeared to you, you and the
rest are indeed favoured thus to see her and pay her your respects. Hence
forward I must regard you as drvine."

Both the diarists excel in character delineations, mn descriptions of festivals
and spectacular scenes like the coronation, the reception gven to kings and
chieftains, of scenes of horror like the pamc caused by fires and hurncanes. Both
of them can select the vital details of a scene and descnbe them graphically
enabling us to have a vivid mental picture of it. Through their realistic word
pamtings they can make us participate m their lives without at any time creatmg
a dull moment or forcing the reader to lose mterest in what is being said. All this
means that both of them were great creative artists without knowmg 1t.

Such a companson mev1tably leads to the difference mn the treatments the
two diaries have received from posterity. Pepys's diary was transcnbed with
great accuracy by John Smith at the instance of the master and fellows of
Magdalene College, Cambndge and a quarter of 1t was published in 1825, to be
followed by many full editions, selections, adaptations and abridged versions
mcludmg Everybody's Pepys, The Diary of Samuel Pepys 1n 9 volumes, The
Illustrated Pepys: Extracts from the Diary, The Life, Journals and Correspon-
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dence and Miscellaneous Papers of Samuel Pepys, Samuel Pepys's Naval
Minutes, The Tangier Papers of Samuel Pepys, The Letters of Samuel Pepys and
His Family Circle, A Descriptzve Catalogue of the Library of Samuel Pepys and
The Spansh Books mn the Library of Samuel Pepys

Numerous biographical and crtcal works about Pepys have also flooded the
literary world On the other hand, we do not have even a complete set of the
volumes of Ranga P1llai's diary m Tamil. We have not drawn the attention of the
Western schol:irs and cntlcs to the existence of such a monumental work, even
though certam parts of 1t relatmg to the French rulers have been translated into
French.

There 1s a lot of scope for research and crtcrsm mvolvmng the disciplines of
Comparative Literature, Sociology, Politics, History and Linguistics where
Ranga Pillai's diary 1s concerned. The Tamil scholar workmg for his Ph.D. may
be entrusted with the task of editmg one volume of the diary with a cntical
introduction and notes. Thus meticulously annotated editions of all the volumes
of the diary may be made available to the expert and the lay reader. And it has to
be examined as a hustorcal treatise, as a sociological document, as a political
record and as a lmgmstlc source where we come across an effective use of the
spoken Tamil of the Eighteenth Century. A full-length thes1s can be wntten on
the learnmg of Ananda Pillai who was well-versed in Tamil and French and had a
workmg knowledge of Portuguese, Telugu, Malayalam and Persian.

Many western literary histonans claim that "Pepys 1s the only writer of his
kmd known to history There are many diarists; there 1s only one Pepys." Our
endeavour should be to make them accept that there 1s one more from the
southern part of India whose achievement 1s comparable to that of Pepys.
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MEGHADUTA: A STUDY OF THE INTERPLAY OF
"DARK" AND "BRIGHT" IMAGES

Introduction

MucH has been written about Kalidasa and his works. The historians of Sanskrit
hterature have spent much time and energy in order to place him and his works
on a sound historical bas1s But history has to deal with documents whch in the
Indian context are very scanty. And therefore, the results obtamed and the
energy spent m such h1stoncal studies seem to be disproportionate

However, literary monuments are not lackmg. And, Rene Wellek says,
"Literary study differs from histoncal study m havmg to deal not with documents
but with monuments." Whle the hustor1ans have moved around these monu
ments trymg to discover the missing or non-existent documents, critics and
readers have tned to reach and view the monuments themselves. Still, most of
the critical judgments have been made mtmtlvely from an mherent sense of
aesthetic value m the critic's mind, through hus mnsght. These critcal judgments
and insights have established Kalidasa as the greatest of classical Sansknt poets.
And any reader with sufficient poetic sensibility and crt1cal and aesthetic
discernment will be able to venfy for himself the truth of this Judgment. We need
not reconsider thus opmn1on mn any general way.

Moreover, our object wll not be a total study ether of Kaldasa's works as a
whole or of the Meghaduta mn all its different aspects. We shall focus our
attention only on a particular detail, though an important one, of this literary
monument whch 1s Meghadta. Continuing thus 1mage of monument we could
also quote what the poet-cntlc Randall Jarrell says addressing the literary cntc.
"Remember that you can never be more than the staucase to the monument. •

Meghaduta 1s recogmzed as one of the most perfect expressions of the
Indian poetical mmd. "Indian cnhcism has ranked it highest among Kalidasa's
poems for brevity of expres1on, nchness of content and power to elicit sentiment,
and the prause 1s not undeserved."" Not only traditional Ind1an crt1cs, but
modern cntlcs too have bestowed the highest praise on this poem. The
admiration of Rabmdranath Tagore 1s well-known, as is vouched by his articles
and the long poem mn Bengal, Meghaduta, mnsp1red by Kalidasa and constitutmg
a glonous tnbute to him.4

' Rene Wellek. Concepts of Crucsm, 8th Printing (New Haven and London 1975) pp 14-15
' Randall Jarell, Poetry and the Age (London 1973) p 92
'A Bernedale Keith, A History of Sanskrt Laterature (London 1920) p 86
' For a more detailed consideraton of the relation between the two poems see, "Rabndra-drstte

Kaldas. pp 92-133 1mn Prabodh Chandra Sen, Bharat-pathk Rabndran@th, Calcutta 1962, and B1rendra
Kumar Bhattacarya, "Meghadt O Rabmndranath" mn Kab O Kabta, X, 4 pp 433-453 R H Ass1er de
Pomp1gnan mn the introduction to his French translation of Meghaduta (Pans 1967) erroneously speaks of a
Bengali translation by Tagore, p xxx11 There are several Bengali translations of Meghaduta but none by
Tagore
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Like Tagore, Sn Aurobmdo too has given unreserved praise to this poem.
"Every possible beauty of phrase," he wntes about it, "every possible beauty of
sound, every grace of literary association, every source of 1magmnatrve and
sensuous beauty has been woven together mto a harmony whch 1s without rival
and without fault: for amidst all its wealth of colour, delicacy and sweetness,
there 1s not a word too much or too little, no false note, no excessive or defective
touch. the colounng 1s Just and subdued mn 1ts rchness, the verse movement
regular mn 1ts variety, the diction smmple in 1ts suggestiveness, the emotion
convincing and fervent behind a certamn hgh restramnt, the mmagery precise, rght
and not overdone as mn the Raghuvamsa and yet quite as full of beauty and
power.''1

Here 1s then a wonderful monument of Indian poetry. Our task will be to
throw some lght on a particular facade of thus monument, to discover some
harmony of pattern, some Justness of vision which has hitherto not been fully
revealed Cntics have spoken of the Kaldas1an metaphor, upama Kaldasasya,
the sensuousness of his use of colours, the vividness and mtens1ty of the feelmg
for the object have been noted, smgle verses have been quoted and requoted m
order to show the complex suggestiveness of the images, the happy blendmg of
sense and sound. Yet we cannot say that the poem has been exhausted; there are
still undiscovered regions, the exploration of whch wall certamnly yield new
insight into the poem for 1ts fuller understanding and apprec1aton.

One such field 1s the metaphoncal texture of the poem made up of "dark"
and "bnght" images. We can see the whole poem as a metaphor. To this idea we
shall return presently. However, before proceedmg further we should try to
grasp the structure of the poem and its different psychological moveqients so as
to see the effect, the intensity and the changing significance of the metaphor1cal
texture w1thm the different parts of the poem

Divisions of the Poem

Meghaduta presents a greater umty than the mahii.kii.vya-s, fmtly because of
the pervasiveness of one rasa, namely vpralambha srngara, love mn separation:
secondly because of the umform rhythm used throughout the poem. The mahii.
kii.vya presents more structural vanety, as well as a greater scope for the
mterplay of different emotions. Meghaduta has therefore been called, by later
cntics, a khandakii.vya, a poem which has no all-round complex development,
which concentrates on and follows one single object 2 It has also been called a
sargh@ta, defined as the express1on of one poetic object, artha, in one unvarying

1 Sn Aurobmndo, On Translating Kaldasa, mn Birth Centenary Library, Vol 27 (Pond1chcrry 1972)
p 106

Khanda-kdvyam bhavet kvyasyaka-desanusar ca S@htya-darpana, 6 329 (cd Salagrama Sistri,
Benares 1956)
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metre. 1 Indian poetics has spoken of two mam literary genres, two forms of
kiivya-drsya and sravya, which correspond to the two major kinds of genres,
namely tragedy and epic as envisaged by Anstotle and Horace, who were also
aware of the th1rd maJor genre, lyric poetry "The three mayor kinds are already,
by Plato and Aristotle, d1stmgmshed according to 'manner of imitation' (or
'representation'): lync poetry is the poet's own persona: in epic poetry( ... ) the
poet partly ~peaks m d1rect discourse (mixed narrative): mn drama, the poet
disappears behmd his cast of characters.""

Seemg the great range and overwhelming complexity of the literary
phenomenon, modern criticism has rejected thus clear-cut categorisation. In the
same way when we approach Ind1an kavya 1t will be vamn to apply thus genre
theory there, for neither Kalidasa nor any other Indian poet worked accordmg to
Horace's prescnptlon "each particular genre should keep the place allotted to

" ' Nevertheless, we find that modern histonans and critics of Sanskrt ltera
ture have brought in quite automatically this termmology of the literary genres mn
order to defme Meghaduta as a lyncal poem mn contradistinction to the mah@
k@vya-s which are termed ep1cs.

Indeed, 1f we try to apply the genre terminology here the lync will be the
nearest description But to the word lyric we have to give a greater flex1blrty of
meaning: 1t wll not be true to call thus poetry 'the poet's own persona", f by the
poet we mean the historical person who composed the poem. But such a narrow
defm1t1on of personality was discarded long ago, as 1s evmced by the followmg
remarks of Hudson, "though the essence of lyncal poetry 1s personalty, it must
yet be remembered that the majonty of the world's great lyncs owe their place mn
literature very largely to the fact that they embody what 1s typically human rather
than what 1s merely mdividual and particular, and that thus every reader fmnds mn
them the expression of experiences and feelings in which he himself rs fully able
to share".'

Meghaduta can thus roughly or 1mpress1onistically be designated as a lync.
But if we want to understand its development and its structure better and also
want to-study fruitfully the metaphorical texture we should not rest content with
this vague designation. In fact 1t has been noted that the purity of genre is
artificial and unnatural to literature; "that every genuine literary work partakes
of all genres, though in different degrees and manners, and that it 1s this

' Yatra kavr ekam artham vrttenakena varnayat kavve
Sangh@tah sa ngaduo Vrndavana-Meghadutadh

quoted by Parvaticaran Bhattacarya, Meghadt Parcay, 2nd ed (Calcutta 1376 A B )p II
' Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory of Lllerature (Harmondswocth 1%8) pp 227-8
' Vde, Ulrich Weisstein, Comparatve Laterature and Laterary Theory (Bloommgton-London 1973)

p 123
' Wilham Henry Hudson, An /11/roductwn to !he Study of Literature, 2nd ed enlarged. (London 1917)

p 127
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poportionate difference which accounts for the abundance of the historically
evolved genres".'

From this wider standpomt we shall try to differentiate certain significant
parts m Meghaduta. Some Indian critics and commentators divided the poem
into two parts: Mallmnatha for example calls them Purva-megha and Uttara
megha. 2 In this division we fmd that the first part ends with the descnption of the
route that the cloud has to follow. The next part cons1sts of the descripton of
Alaka, description of the Yaksa's home, description of the Yaksa's wife and the
message the Yaksa wants to send to hs wife. Kaldasa hmmself mndcates the two
movements of the poem'.

margar t@vat srnu kathayatas tvat-pray@nanurupam
sandesam me tad-anu jalada srosyasi srotrapeyam'l [13]

Listen now, as I tell you of the path best smted to your Journey: you will
then hsten, 0 Cloud, to my message most pleasmg to the ear.

These lines, however, do not analyse the whole structure of the poem, because in
the second part there 1s not only the message, viirtii, but there are also important
descriptive passages.

Nevertheless, this shows us two significant parts of the poem. We recogmze
a description and a message. Now let us begin to read the poem: kasct kant@
vraha-gurun@... There is no doubt that it 1s neither a speech nor a description. It
is a pure narration Standing in the background the poet narrates certam events
and actions which have taken place m the past of the eventthis 1s marked by
the use of the perfect, parokse lt, 1.e. the perfect 1s used for the narration of
actions and events not witnessed by the speaker.' The perfect cannot but be the
tense of narration. The use of the perfect m Sanskrit 1s a sufficient cause for a
passage to be narrative, though 1t 1s not a necessary one.'

Following this critenon we can easily conclude that the first five verses are
genuinely narrative, except for the second half of the third verse, and the last
quarter of the fifth, where the narrator puts m a comment. This only makes the
hearer feel the presence of the speaker who often assumes a didactic role. But
these parenthetical remarks do not change the essential character of the
narration.

' Quoted Ulch Wersstem op ct p 113
2 For other names of the parts see Introduction to the French translation of Meghaduta by R H Ass1er

de Pomp1gnan (Pans 1967) p XVI
• Vde Parvaticaran Bhattacarya, op ct p 70 Intr
' The numbers written within square brackets denote the number of the verse according to the ed1t10n of

E Hultzsch, Kiil1diisa's Meghaduta, edited trom Manuscripts with the Commentary of Vallabhadeva (London
1911)

' Vide, J S Spryer, Sanskru Syntax (Leiden 1886) $ 330 In the notes the author quotes some examples of
perfect denoting actions witnessed by the speaker
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With the fifth verse the poet breaks the flow of pure narrative and
introduces a speech with the word yayiice, "asked". Here follows the report, real
or fctrve, of the words spoken by the Yaksa to the Cloud. The rest of the poem
consists of this report, the poet's presence 1s further dissolved, for we hear not
the poet speaking, but the whole speech 1s attributed to one of the characters of
the poem. And even the moral or ph1losoph1cal reflections embedded in the
poem are no longer those of the poet, they are expressions of the Yaksa's
thoughts. For example

yard vandhy@ varam adhgune nadhame labdha-k@ma/ [6]

Better to pray in vain to one who 1s noble than to be heard by the vulgar

To all intents and purposes such remarks may coincide with the poet's thought,
but formally they belong to the Yaksa's

In the Yaksa's speech we dustmnguush two mamn divisions, one wh1ch 1s
directly spoken to the Cloud and meant for him alone, another whch 1s a
message, varta, only entrusted to the Cloud but meant f9r the Yaksa's wife The
message 1s emboxed w1thm the whole speech. The speech meant for the Cloud 1s
further composed, except for a few verses of address, of eulogy, request and
wish, for the most part, of description, which itself has four subdrvrsions, as we
have already noted earher the cloud's route, Alaka, Yaksa's home, Yaksa's
wife. When we compare the descnpt1ve portion and the message we find a very
s1gnuficant difference. In the first the Yaksa 1s almost absent rt 1s true that he 1s
the speaker but he IS never in the hmehght except in the passages of address and
request The whole tone IS obJective, there IS no reference to the speaker But m
the message the speaker 1s mn the forefront· the lyncal persona of the Yaksa
reveals itself and bursts forth into powerful feelings.

We thus see three steps in the compos1t1on of the poem·
1 Kalidasa, the poet, narrates the events of a certamn Yaksa, who takes the

poet's place as the speaker,
2 the Yaksa, as poet, descnbes the Cloud's route, the city of Alaka etc

But he himself 1s absent, he rs not an object of the poem;
3. the Yaksa, as poet, becomes a part of the poem, a sub1ect1ve Iync in

which the "I" IS• the persona of the poet-Yaksa Grammatically, too, the first
person singular pervades this section The verses (101-109) are the lyrc of the
poet-Yaksa, a Iove-Iync direct, natural, and simple, tenderly and magically
appealing

Poetry as vikalpa

The direct naming of an emotion is foreign to Sansknt kiivya. Lines such as
the followmg from the Yaksa's message are rather rare even mn Kaldasa.
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ttham cetas catula-nayane durlabha-pr@rthanam me
g@dhosm@bhh krtam asaranam tvad-vyoga-vyathabhhl [105]

In thus way, O lively-eyed grl, my heart, whle 1t concerves impossible
des1res, 1s overcome by the fiercely burning pangs of separation.

This 1s too evident, too abstract to say. Poetry has to be concrete; its task 1s not
to state but to evoke, to suggest. Therefore Anandavardhana, the Indian theonst
who had the most genume ms1ght into the psychology of poetic creation, said
that nammg an emotion was not poetry:

na h kevala-srng@rad-sabda-matra-bhan vbhavad-pratipadanarahte kvye
man@g ap rasavattva-prattr ast (Dhvany@loka)

"In a poem which merely contains words such as 'love' etc., but which is in
fact lacking mn those elements that help and create the proper atmosphere
for real emotional expenences, there cannot be the shghtest imaginative
expenence. " 1

How are emotions suggested? How Is fmnally rasa, the imaginative expe
rience, evoked mn the mmd of the reader? Here agam we fmd the msight of
Anandavardhana rewarding. Rasa cannot directly be communicated by nammg
1t; it has to be conveyed obliquely. In this process we can recognize several steps
m the poetic creation which we may deduce from the followmg passage·

vastu ca sarvam eva Jagad-gatam avasyam kasya cd rasasya bh@vasya
vangatvam pratpadyate antato vibh@vatvenalcitta-trtt-vesesa h rasadayah/
na ca talast vastu km cd na cttavrtt-vesesam upajanayatil

"And all such thmgs m the world will necessarily be the auxihanes either of
a given rasa or of a bhava, (even 1f) fmally as a causal factor (vtbhavatvena).
For rasa-s etc are (only) particular mental states (cttavrttvisesa) and there
is nothmg whatever that cannot give nse to a mental mood.""

From the above we see that rasa is a particular citta-vrttz, mental state, which
can be aroused with the help of vastu, an obJect, a concrete reahty which is to
function mn poetry as a vibhava, a causal factor, a poetical stimulus

We see, therefore, that vastu equated to vbh@va is the element with the
help of which the poet has to convey rasa. A poet, however, does not deal with
vastu, an object as such; he deals with language, sabda. In order to understand
the relation more fully we can perhaps turn to Patajalr's yoga psychology which

' Trdnslatton by J L Masson mn "Telling, Not Conveying-svasabdav@cya" Journal of Indan Phlo
sophy. II, 2.p 146

' Ibd .p 151.
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is suggested to us by the words ctta-vrtt and vastu. Patanjal says that the ctta
vrtt-s are of five kinds, one of which Is called vkalpa, defined as follows.

5abda-yiananupat vastu-sunyo vkalpah'/

Vkalpa 1s empty of real objects, vastu, and 1s a result of the verbal
knowledge".

This means that a mental mood can be activated with language only, even
without a direct contact with reahty.

Thus need not signify that objects do not exist Words may be, and mn the
human world mostly are, substitutes of vastu. Poetry cannot handle vastu
directly, although the poet receives the knowledge of the object by direct
perception, pratyaksa2 and, therefore, the poet's cttavrtti rising from that pra
tyaksa 1s the rasa which he has to commumcate, but he can only do so through
the medrum of language, so that the mental state which anses m the 1eader is a
vikalpa, not the pratyaka. Thus idea corresponds to the concept of Susanne
Langer who says: "The poet's busmess 1s to create the appearance of 'expe
riences', the semblance of events hved and felt, and to organize them as they
constitute a purely and completely expenenced reahty, a piece of vrtual lfe".
The express1on "vrtual lfe" conveys the significance of vkalpa.

The poet then uses words, mstead of objects perceived, to present an
appearance of life, not to grve an interpretation of life, nor a criticism. The
presentation is, therefore, not the real but an appearance of the real. But the
poet does not want to commumcate an illusory rasa: what he wants to evoke mn
the reader's mmd has to be real. From the above discuss1on, however, 1t would
seem to be an impossible task. It would mdeed be impossible if there were not
the subtle go-between which Anandavardhana calls dhvan, suggestion. The
poetic power, saktz, the creative genius, pratbha, of the poet, can use all the
potentialities of language, both of sound and sense, sabdalankiira, as well as
arthiilankiira in order to suggest as strongly as possible the reality and the
emotion contamed in that reality, experienced by him.

Sansknt poetics has delved deep into the problem of dhvani but rt has
always remained within the boundanes of single verses. In fact not only separate
verses, but a poem as a whole--or a passage more or less long--can achieve
"suggestion" through the mterplay of certain sound-patterns or sense-patterns.
Here we shall try to study one such complex metaphoncal pattern and see how 1t
can suggest to the sympathetic reader the emotion Kalidasa wishes to convey.

(To be continued)
RANAJIT SARKAR

' Yogastra 1 9
° Ibd,17
' Susanne Langer, Feeling and Form A Theory ofArt (New York 1953) pp 50-51



"SATYAVAN MUST DIE"
A DISCOURSE APROPOS OF A PHRASE IN SRI AUROBINDO'S SAVITRI

(Continued from the issue of May 1991)

13: The Last Wish

Tkar very last wish of Satyavan comes with a helpless poignancy, breaking in a
cry for the beloved's kiss. In it there is an expectation that it shall prove to be a
solace for him in death as much as 1t was a joy in the intensity of his bnef happy
youth. If then this should have· love's immortality in it, surely it would
accompany him as the very part of his lummous person, suryivmg even the
"shadow of white Death". Luminous Satyavan survived in Death's kmgdom; so
would have love's kiss because of its immortahty. If separation is death then, by
the mght of thus kiss accompanying him, death itself would have been abro
gated, such was Satyavan's identity with the beloved, triumphing, as m life, in
death too. So the last wsh comes in the heart's knowledge of thus unseverable
oneness although in the human sense it has the pathos of the weak and the tragic
That 1s mdeed what we witness mn the Satyavan-Savitri love; rt 1s not Adon1s
Aphrod1te's, bearing Joys only during the summer months; mn it the half cannot
be more than the whole. An aspect of the transcendental, which no death can
sunder, has taken on a temporal shape to impart to it its delight and immortahty.
With their marnage. the poet tells us, a new act begms and there is a dramatic
change in the setting of the world; the umted Two usher mn a greater age.

In the silence and murmur of that emerald world
And the mutter of the pnest-wmd's sacred verse,
Amid the choral whisperings of the leaves
Love's twain had Jomed together and grew one
The natural miracle was wrought once more:
In the immutable ideal world
One human moment was eternal made.1

In that marnage the bndg,e between the appearance and the truth is built and the
mystic aim of the world discovered. There is something positive and mce in this
natural miracle.

The human moment made eternal by the alchemy of love survives death; 1t
is that which Satyavan was soliciting of Savitri when he asked her to kiss hmm at
the time of passmg away Satyavan earned 1t with him as though all love was the
substance, and the mover, of his luminous soul-"Love that moves the sun and
the other stars". But in between the stars there 1s the nght mn her ternfymg figure
of all-consuming darkness. Presently, Death is walkmg j)etween the lummous
Satyavan and the young bride-and-tapasvini danng the unattempted This might-
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of-love will have to assert her will and make Shelley's "He lives, he wakes't1s
Death is dead, not he" a fulfilled earthly realty Satyavan had a premonition of
rt when he sad:

Perhaps because thou touchest, death may pass. 2

But thus hesitant expectation had to come true mn a different way. Sav1tr had
pressed her kiss on the dymg hps of Satyavan but his failed to respond Yet, by
becommg a part of the luminous bemg, it grew bodiless and bare to stamp out
the Oblrterator of Love himself In a moment at once shorter than death and
longer than all time, love became an almighty star conquermg with its lonely
'splendour the skies of nght. Satyavan's soul 1s that evolutionary poss1bl1ty
which has to be worked out here by Savatn That possublty is absent mn the love
of Adorns and Aphrodite. To Savitn Satyavan had come with the suddenness of
a drvmne Advent and, by acceptmg all the danger associated with 1t, she saw 1t
hastened mn his death, death that could not touch her love.

Savitn has fought the fiercest battle of Love pitched agamst gm,n Death; she
has borne wounds difficult to heal, the task bemg the upholdmg of the Absolute
m manifestation agamst the all-devouring power of the Void; she has asserted
the Will of the Supreme mn the face of utter Negation. Victonous, she has now
come back wmmng the soul of Satyavan; a "prophet moment" has cast mto Time
a diamond light and from the "undymg Love" a might that shall change the
world has leaned down Her victory is mn the occult but 1ts vsble sIgn 1s seen in
the Shalwa Woods. She has returned to the earth, the green emerald world of
her dream, and with caressmg hands 1s now strokmg her sweet lover slowly
awake They have become once agam the earthly lovers.

She closed her arms about his breast and head
As 1f to keep hmm on her bosom worn
For ever through the journeymg of the years.
So for a while they stood entwmed, thelf kiss
And passion-tranced embrace a meetmg pomt
In thelf comminglmg spints, one for ever,
Two-souled, two-bodied for the JOY of Time.'

The immortality of their kiss has turned out to be free of contingencies.
The long episode, Sav1tn's brmgmg Satyavan's soul back, must have taken

somethmg hke six earthly hours to happen. The noon that had seemed hke every
noon has slipped into the orange-gold of the evenmg dusk. Satyavan has a vague
memory of havmg travelled through strange mysterious lands, compamoned by
Savitn. He wonders how they have together disdained the "gates of night" and
tells her that heaven 1s insufficient for hum without her. It rs in that love Satyavan
was wishing death to pass away. But now that she has brought him back, "love
chamned", she appears to him unapproachably distant, "too high and great for
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mortal worship" Yet he knows that here too she shall be the earthly keeper of
his soul. It, was precisely for her sake that he had consented to come back.

Hast thou not taken my heart to treasure 1t
In the secure environment of thy breast?
Awakened from the silence and the sleep,
I have consented for thy sake to be
By thee I have greatened my mortal arc of life,
But now far heaven's unmapped mfin1tudes
Thou hast brought me thy 1lhm1table gift.
If tofill these thou Hft thy sacred flight,
My human earth will still demand thy bhss
Make still my hfe through thee a song of JOY
And all my silence wide and deep with thee '

It was as though the unfulfilled des!fe of hfe before passing away matenahsed
itself and brought him back to make that hfe anew a song of JOY. The last wish
had mn 1t these elements of love awaiting fruct1f1cat1on. And, in an earthly
endearment as love's sweet token, more precious than paradisal happinesses,

She clasped his feet, by her enshrmnmng ha1r
Enveloped in a velvet cloak of love,'

the heavenly queen consenting to ~weet Joyous relations. She assures him that
she Is the 'sovereign and the slave" of hus desire and says

We have each other found, 0 Satyavan,
In the great hght of the discovered soul "

Thus Is the hgh gam of mortality that was abandoned both by Death and God
The mystery of Satyavan's death hes precisely in this wonderful discovery of the
great hght of soul in mortal creation Sav1tn, by whose soul's unceasing fife burn,
as she asserts, the great stars, has set ablaze undymng Love in the bosom of the
earth. What were until now only spiritual lmnks 1omnmng indissolubly all to the One
have found for themselves the one by which they are all tied together in the
multiple play of some happy supreme Harmony

In this mortal creation the twin souls ever in deathless oneness have been
carrying on their tireless work through fe and through death Indeed, Sav1tn
tells the great Demer of the Worlds that Love, to fmnd 1ts vast mneffable sense.
must soar beyond the heavens and yet accept mortality to give to 1t 1ts brght
undecaymg JOY and sweetness.

It must change its human ways to ways divine,
Yet keep 1ts sovereignty of earthly bl1ss '

Thus too 1s the assurance Savitn gives to the revved Satyavan She had allayed
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his fears when she appeared to him too great even to worship. Agam, when
Sav1tri had asserted her choice m marrying Satyavan, despite the terrifying
prophecy that was made by Narad, it 1s this Love's role in the world she was
actually em1sionmg:

If for a year, that year is all my life
And yet I know this 1s not all my fate
Only to lrve and love awhile and die
For I know now why my ~pmt came on earth
And who I am and who he 1s I love.
I have looked at him from my immortal Self,
I have seen God smile at me in Satyavan;
I have seen the Eternal m a human face

Savtr has firmed up her mmnd to have Satyavan as her husband. She sees in the
mortal youth a secret divm1ty; love-at-first-sight 1s touched by the miracle of an
mnvsable hand. It rs the choice of the soul of Savrtr and her outer nature has
accepted 1t fully, notwithstanding sufferings and tnbulatons, even the worst
calamity that would cut the loved one\ hfe-thread short. For her the "eyes and
hps that are not Satyavan's"' are meaningless. A deep feelmg surges from the
ocean of her heart that 1t 1s only their twm etermt1es which can merge mto each
other, as 1f each were wartmng for the other to become one That oneness cannot
be dissolved by Death, 1t 1s that oneness which the lummous Satyavan was
carrymg with him. Thus the heaven-born poss1b1hty of always lovmg had become
for him the protectress m his half-day sojourn m the Worlds of Death. The wish
to die m the lap of Sav1tn and the wish for the last kiss are but a human
manifestation of these loves-twamn ever remaming mseparable And yet that
human ma,n1festat1on 1s not without a meanmg Heaven must complete the
"earthly bliss" The arc must circle round mn 1ts multi-coloured splendours and
the sweet voice of love pervade makmg the body's senses athnll with the joy of a
pure flame. What we hear therefore 1s a high chant of the eternal love that
trumphs mn the ways of the world Conjugal 1s not always carnal and can, mdeed
must, become spiritual, charged wnth the contents of the soul

(To be continued)

R. Y. DESHPANDE
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SRI AUROBINDO---THE SOUL OF INDIA
(Continued from the ssue of May 1991)

1893a memorable year in the history of India. Sri Aurobmndo came back to her
shore with the inspiration to fight for her freedom and release her 1mpnsoned
godhead Is 1t not an occult phenomenon that Vivekananda in the same year
sailed for Amenca, carrying with him the message of Vedanta for the slumbenng
soul of the West?

When Sr Aurobmndo left India at the age of seven, he was unaware of the
heavenly fire smouldenng beneath the sweet angehc extenor of a young boy, but
when he returned he was a young man of twenty-one with a burning aspiration to
realise a great dream

These fourteen years were a very impressionable part of his hfe They were
spent in the heyday of the scientific c1v1lisation of the West We have already
seen how his mind was nounshed with the Western classical spmt and the vaned
culture of Europe. But his heart was untouched. Rather 1t overflowed with love
for his motherland Once he said that this love began to sprout when he was only
fourteen and that 1t took flfm root when he was eighteen.

How did India greet her son when he came back after a long absence? She
bestowed on him one of the bnghtest gems of her 1mmemonal hentage-a high
spiritual experience: 'a vast calm descended upon hmm and remamed wIth hum
for long months thereafter"

He later told one of his disciples about the beginnings of hus spiritual
expenences in India·

"My own hfe and my Yoga have always been, since my coming to India,
both this-worldly and other-worldly without any exclusiveness on either side. All
human interests are, I suppose, this-worldly and most of them have entered into
my mental field and some, hike polt1cs, mnto my life, but at the same time, since I
set foot on the Indian s01l on the Apollo Bunder in Bombay, I began to have
spmtual expenences, but these were not divorced from this world but had an
inner and mfmte bearing on 1t, such as a feeling of the Infinte pervading
material space and the Immanent inhabiting matenal objects and bodies. At the
same time I found myself entering supraphys1cal worlds and planes with
mfluences and an effect from them upon the matenal plane, so I could make no
sharp divorce or irreconcilable opposition between what I have called the two
ends of existence and all that hes between them For me all is Brahman and I find
the Divine everywhere."'

(To be continued)
NLIMA DAS
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A NOTE ON SRI KRISHNA IN THE MAHABHARATA
A LETTER TO THE EDITOR OF MOTHER INDIA

THIS 1s in connect10n with the paper, "Desire and its Frmts in the Mahabharata",
in the January issue of Mother Inda Here the author Sh Pradrp Bhattacharya
has tned to establish by an analysis of all the major characters that every desire
has its opposite frmts. I would not hke to enter into a detailed cnt1cal assessment
of the author's analysis, but I may say that I do not agree with what he has stated
about Sn Knshna.

Sri Knshna was not Just any ordinary human being hke us born in the cycle
of births and deaths, subject to the laws of Nature. The Gita, which 1s an
essential part of the Mahabharata story, repeatedly points out, and Sn
Aurobmndo consistently reiterates mn hs Essays on the Gta as well as in hus Gtar
Bhumtka (Bengah), that Sri Knshna was the Supreme Lord, the Purushottama,
Vasudeva present in the entire cosmos and the Lord seated in the hearts of all
creatures, gmdmg their activ1ties and the universe and yet transcending them all.
He was actmng from hs supreme Nature, Para Prakrt whch 1s one with his own
Supreme Will Thus his actions were not the result of desires subject to the three
gunas of the lower nature Though he had no need for any action, he was acting
only for lokasangrahartham or lokakshemartham or for the common good as an
example for the common man. Yogakshema was always inherent in all his
act10ns. Being the Lord Incarnate, he was a Jvanmukta and as such he was not
subject to the fruits of hus actons.

Descrbmng Sr Krshna mn hus Introduction to Gtar Bhumka Sr Aurobmndo
wntes:

"Sri Knshna 1s the Avatar taking the physical, mental and spmtual
charactenst1cs of a man mn a human body and he has played his lila accordingly.

"Sn Krishna of the Mahabharata 1s a hero of action, mahayog1, a great
worldly man, founder of an empire, a poltc1an and a warror, a Brahma)nan m
the body of a kshatrya. We observe the development of unparallelled maha
shakt and play of secrets in him. The Gita 1s the exposition of these secrets. "1

Sn Knshna was born towards the end of Dwapara Yuga and the beginning
of Kali. He had come to change the old moral principles of Dwapara and
estabhsh the new spmtual pnnc1ples for the new age in theu place. At that time
there were several dynasties in India, one gaming supremacy over the others, but
there was no concept of one nationhood. Of course, the different dynasties were
trymng to bring about a unity mn the country but their efforts were based on rajasic
and asunc pnnctples

Sn Krishna's political amm mn bringing about the great war of Kurukshetra

' Sn Aurobtndo Birth Centenary Library, Vol 4,p 87
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was to umfy the different kmgdoms m India and bnng them under the rule of one
empire. This he succeeded in estabhshmg under the leadership of the Pandavas

It 1s not that Yudhushthura had to rule only over wdows after the
Kurukshetra warm which all the men-folk and warrors had been killed. It 1s a
fact that all the wicked warnors of the Kaurava dynasty and their supporters
were destroyed but the great war saved the Kshatrateja of the other parts of
India, and Sr Aurobmndo pomnts out that the great war revived the supremacy of
the Brahmateja mn the country Thus the Brahmateya would gude the Kshatrateya
and the latter protect the former The waihng of the widows descnbed m the
Stnparva of the Mahabharata was only a partial social effect of the great war. 1t
was not the whole result Sn Aurobmdo categorically pomnts out mn hus Gtar
Bhumuka' that the unty of Inda as a naton and the empire that Sn Krishna
established with the help of Arjuna lasted for more than two thousand years
beginning with Yudhushthura and continuing wth Parkshuta The polrtcal
turmoil which began mn Indra after two thousand years would have begun even
then, had not Sn Knshna established the unuty and mtegnty of India as a nation
by bnngmg about the war of Kurukshetra

As tor the destruction of Sn Knshna's own dynasty of the Yadavas, Sr
Aurobmdo pomts out that 1t was purposefully engendered by Sn Knshna himself
as a part of hus political design for establishmng the unity and mntegrty of Ind1a. As
the D1vme Incarnate, he was all-nghteous and partial to none He could see that
the Jadavas were as powerful as the Pandavas and they would not have allowed
the latter to rule over the country They would have certamly fought with the
Pandavas for gamnmng supremacy and the umty of India would not have lasted
long, at least after Sn Knshna's withdrawal Hence he cleared the way and
destroyed all the 1mpendmng dangers to the umty by allowing a part of his
Narayam Sena (Jadavas) to fight for Duryodhana on the side of the Kauravas
and get themselves killed. The remammg members of the dynasty mdulged m
self-destruction, as there was no other dynasty to destroy them.

As for Sn Knshna bemg killed by an ordmary K1rata we have to go to the
Ramayana to trace the ongm of this episode After the destruction of Sn Lanka
and Ravana with hs entre dynasty Lord Rama found one day Angada, son of
Bah, s1ttmg with a mournful face. Lord Rama who was the DIvmne Avatar could
come to know that Angada wanted to avenge his father's death. Lord Rama
granted him the boon that he would be able to do so durmng Rama's next avatar
birth. Thus birth was as Sr Krishna who submitted himself to de wth the arrow
of Jara Savara, who was Angada reborn. Sn Knshna, though an Avatar and a
Jvanmukta, had to exhaust his praravdha for his deeds mn hus past life as Sn
Rama. This phenomenon 1s explamned by Sn Aurobmndo mn hs writing on the
Upamshads:2

' Ibd.p 96
Ibd Vol 12.p 42
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Mukti prevents one's future deeds from creatmg bondage, but what of
the past deeds which have already created bondage? The Jvanmukta 1s not
indeed bound, for he is one with God and God 1s the master of His prakrt,
not its slave; but the Prakrt attached to the Jvatma has created causes
while in the illusion of bondage and must be allowed to work out its effects.
otherwise the chain of causation 1s snapped and the whole economy of
nature is disturbed and thrown mto chaos. In order to maintam the world,
therefore, the Jvanmukta remamns workmg like a pr1soner on parole, not
bound mdeed by others, but detamed by himself until the penod previously
appointed for his capt1V1ty shall have elapsed

It was Sri Rama's boon again that allowed Lakshmana to be reborn as
Balarama, the elder brother of Sri Knshna, and Hanuman to be reborn as
Chandrasena 'and became the husband of Radha, who was none else than Sita
reborn But these are irrelevant to our consideration m the present context.

·If we accept the author's thesis, can we not as well say that Sr Ramakrshna
Paramahansa and Sn Ramana Maharshi died of cancer as a fruit of theu desue to
help their disciples and even Sn Aurobmdo passed through urmary trouble as
the fruit of his desire for bringing down the Supermmd on earth?

ACHARYA VIDYANANDA SARASWATI
(DR. R N PAN1)

VOLUME II OF

Glimpses of The Mother's Life
Compiled by Nilima with the help of Shraddhavan

Edited by K. D. SethnaWITH MANY PICTURES-PRICE: Rs 35/

Here, as in Volume I, the Mother emerges as a spiritual figure of
extraordinary sympathy, charm and creative mnsught

Once agamn we come mnto contact with her vaned activity, Inward and
outward, together with her divine realty in each passmng moment as well as
through the aeons of earthly evolution. Once agamn the great presence of Sn
Aurobmndo mntensfies her own ambience and envelops us both on its own and
more mtlmately through her warm closeness to our affaus, which includes
even the anmmal and plant world around us

Sri Aurobindo Books Distribution Agency, Pondicherry-605 002



NEW AGE NEWS
COMPILED AND PRESENTED BY WILFRIED

New Age Almanac

J. GORDON Melton rs a "leading chronicler of religious movements m the United
States" (Los Angeles Times) and author of the Encyclopeda of Amercan
Relgons Relgous Creeds, as we are told on the back cover of his New Age
Almanac. A first look at the Table of Contents reveals the vast volume of
knowledge contamned mn th1s remarkable book which greets its readers with a
very attractrve cover. A second look at the Index at the end (mn search of
"Aurobmdo, Sn") brmgs about the antr-chmax: there is no mdex at all. But
there s a very comprehensive "New Age Reading Room'' with hundreds of titles
and the authors' names gven mn alphabetcal order. We find a reference to Sn
Aurobmndo's 30-volume Centenary Library and also to a booklet on Auroville.

The Almanac starts with an mcroductron to the Emerging New Age,
referrmg to the Theosophists, the homeopath S. Hahnemann, Mesmerism,
Rudolf Sterner and many others. Chapter Four rs dedicated to Yoga and has a
section on Integral Yoga. Here we fmnd Melton's notes on Sri Aurobindo. His
brief biograph1cal data are precise and well-chosen. As for the teaching, Melton
wntes, "Aurobmdo taught that one should transform the matenal world by
makmg one's own hfe divine. He claimed that he had reahzed the 'Overmmnd' in
1926, and was thus able to brng drvmne consciousness to the task of human
evolutron." There rs no reference to the Supermmd, but with the above remarks
Melton has gone further than the authors of artcles mn several encyclopaedias
which I had discussed mn the Issue of Jan 91. Introducmng the idea of "trans
formation", Melton gives the mmpress1on of commg closer to the heart of the
matter At the end he refers to Haridas Chaudhun, founder of the California
Institute for Integral Studies as well as to Aurov11le and a Center in New York
However. there rs not a word about the Mother in this artrcle, certainly a senous
shortcoming, although her biography 1s grven in the section on Aurovlle.

The artucle on Auroville is found m Chapter Eight, tutled "Worldview:
Commumty Life, Educatron, Environment, Love, Peace, Planetary Conscious
ness, and Pohtrcs." The artrcle covers a full page and begms as follows:
"Aurovlle, A New Age planetary village in India, was mspued by the hfe
teachmgs of Sn Aurobmdo, after whom rt was named, but was actually the
conception of Mira Richards (1878-1973) "Next follows a good mtroductron to
the Mother's life and her intentions regarding Aurovlle, all of it correctly
presented. (However, Aurovlle's name was actually denved from the French

* Visible Ink Press. Detro1t 1991 Pp 479,$ 24 95
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"aurore", meaning "dawn".) Again, many of Melton's remarks are precise and
substantial: "Aurovlle was the place for Aurobmndo's vs1on of a new world,
where a new humanity with a new consciousness could take shape " The
technical description of the plan of the city 1s correct and even hs commentary
on the most complicated aspect of Aurovlle, the "difficult1es", 1s qurte fair.
Melton simply states that due to "mtense mternal problems" the city and the
Matnmandlf are "still a long way from completon.'

A third reference to Sr Aurobmndo 1s found 1n a long article on the
California Institute for Integral Studies, whch 'Is unusual in that 1t 1s one of the
very few fully accredited graduate schools mn Amer1ca at which it is possible to
study non-Western and nonmamstream religions and phlosophes from native
practitioners who have recognized academic credentials ( .. ) The Ph.D from
the California Institute 1s considered to be far above average mn quality." There
follow many details on the Institute of the late Handas Chaudhun who is
presented as "a student of Aurobindo".

At the end of this chapter we fmd a long hst of Alternative Educational
Institutions with accredited (fully recognized) and unaccredited programs. Thus
1s an extremely useful hst also for foreign students wshung to study mn the U S.

The Almanac has further chapters on meditation and remcarnation, health
and healing, Ufos and astrology as well as many other serous and non-serous
topics With its vast volume of knowledge and mnformaton it is likely to enrich
any spmtual or esotenc research library.

MRINALINI-DEVI
A TALK

by
NIRODBARAN

1n book-form
Price: Rs. 8.00

Available from SABDA Pondicherry-605002



BOOKS IN THE BALANCE
Glossary and Index of Proper Names in Sri Aurobindo's Works compiled by
Gopal Dass Gupta (Pondicherry, Sri Aurobmdo Ashram, 1989) Rs. 300

Tis work of encyclopaedic scope grves us some idea of the vast range of Sr
Aurobmdo's mtellectual culture. It covers only his published writings, not
reported conversatonsfor to mclude these would probably have at least
doubled the size of the collection. From the twenty-nine volumes of the B1rth
Centenary Library, and the supplementary matenal which has appeared smnce 1n
the Journal Sn Aurobmdo. Archives and Research, including the "The Record of
Yoga" m full (that is to say also those parts of it which are still to appear m the
Journal), every proper name has been noted and researched and an explanatory
note has been written, ctmng the source or sources of the 1formation grven, as
well as reference as to where 1t. appears m Sn Aurobmdo's works These
explanatory entnes are arranged m alphabetical order, so that they can be
consulted as m a dictionary or encyclopaedia; they cover not only the histories
and classical literatures of Europe and India, but also contemporary events all
over the worldparticularly, of course, mn the awakening India which the Master
hmmself dud so much to arouse.

This means that now anyone who comes across an unfamiliar name or
reference while readmg m Sri Aurobmdo can easily look it up and fmd some
helpful Information, as well as mnd1cations of where to look for further details.
And th1s 1s bound to be useful to everyone who does more than just dip into the
Master's wntmgs, for, as the Publisher's Note pomts out, "The works of Sri
Aurobmdo abound in proper names. The1r number and vanety make it difficult
for his readers to obtain a full mtellectual understandmg of his writings. A
person familiar with Puranic mythology may know little about the geography of
Ancient Greece. An adm1rer of Shakespeare may never have heard of Yajna
valkya. A student who had the time and the mclmation to look up every
unfamiliar name would need a full shelf of reference books, some of them
difficult to obtain, and even then some terms would escape him."

Gopal Dass Gupta, a member of the staff of the Sri Aurobindo Archives
and Research Library, was msp1red to take up the immense labour mvolved m
producmg this useful work of reference. It has taken him many years, dunng
which he has not only consulted many many books but also questioned innu
merable people who had personal knowledge of the enormous range of subjects
referred to. In hus 'Acknowledgements' he mentions that a work of thus type
could never have been earned out by the efforts of a smgle mdiv1dual, and
acknowledges assistance from many people, especially from some semor sadhaks
and from colleagues mn the Ashram Archives and Research Library But it is
worth pomtmg out how very rare mdeed it is, m these hasty and specialised days,
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to come across a scholarly work of such wide range that owes conception,
execut10n and completion pnmanly to the dedicated and persistent labour of a
single researcher. In hus prefatory note the compiler mentions, "As a first effort
mn a new drect1on, 1t 1s likely that this book wall fall short of perfection m many
respects. Readers are encouraged to send corrections and suggest10ns for future
editions ... "; but this praiseworthy scholarly humility should not make us
overlook the very considerable achievement whch thus book represents

It 1s a considerable achievement mn another sense too. The mam body of the
Glossary and Index 1s complemented by an admirably clear Introduction which
outline~ the cntena of selection followed, explains the methods followed in
compllmg it, and gives all information needed in order to be able to use it
effectively, and by several useful tables and lusts whch further enhance its
usefulness. And all this scholarly apparatus has been impeccably presented in the
same format as the volumes of the Sn Aurobindo Blfth Centenary Library, to
which it forms a worthy pendant. This means that, unhke many undoubtedly
useful and otherwise admirable tomes of reference, thus one 1s a pleasure to
handle and use, with very clear prmt on good paper and excellently bound. To
ach1eve thus has meant meticulous care on the part of the compiler and h1s
helpers, and especially from the staff of the Ashram Press. That such a
handsome volume, representing so much careful labour, can be offered to the
pubhc for less than the cost of an imported hardback novel, 1s amazing.

Of course, a book hke this 1s not meant to be read trom cover to cover for
entertainment. But to dip and browse in it can be enjoyable as well as
mformahve: Sara1evo stands next to Sarama, the Matsyas next to the Matter
horn, and Judge Jeffries beside the Emperor Jehangr, and everyone is bound to
come across names famular and totally unknown. Since each entry also gives an
mdex reference, showing where the name appears in Sn Aurobmdo's wntmgs,
the book can also be consulted to discover whether or not Sn Aurobindo has
ment10ned a particular name at any time, and 1f so where, and to facihtate this
use, an appendix tabulates some vanant versions and spelhngs Accordmg to my
calculation, from Aacnty, brother of Bhushmuc, on page 1, to Zulekha (the
biblical ongmal, not.Max Beerbohm's charmer) on page 355, well over 7000
entries appear. No doubt, people with special information and areas of mterest
wIll notice much that could be addedbut for that the comp1ler's mvtat1on
stands open. He deserves our gratitude for opening a path where none ran
before, and makmg a huge store of helpful information readily accessible to
anyone senously mterested m deepening thelf understandmg of Sn Aurobmdo's
multi-faceted wntmgs.

SHRADDHAVAN
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17 February 1991

HOW TO FOLLOW THE MOTHER'S SUNLIT PATH
TO THE DIVINE LIFE?

Speech by Desikan Narasimhan

FIRST and foremost it is imperative for us to d1stmguish the "sunlit path" from
the maze of other Yogc disciplines that are prevalent in India. What is umque in
this path that the Mother and the Master have hewn for us?

Most of the traditional systems of spmtual philosophy and Yoga, although
d1ffenng m the1r details and application, are unanimously agreed on one pomt:
the world, accordmg to them, 1s either an mextncable snare or a deceptive
illusion. The only hope of salvation for man lies in turnmg his regard from the
illusory hfe of the moment to the pure meffable stillness of the eternal Spint, as
the great philosopher Shankara put it. The central theme of his philosophy may
perhaps be best expressed in his own words. The famous shloka I refer to is:

votarf ya&nf zTg Is#jfef;: 1
sag qr sfrznl stat s?ta +q. I

I read also 1ts translation mn Engl1sh:

"I shall tell you in half a verse what has been enunciated by all the shastras
put together. Brahman alone is real, the world 1s false. The mndrv1dual jiva is
a portion of the Brahman "

Although Shankara's pronouncements take their start from a profound
spmtual expenence, they are, as Sri Aurobmdo would want us to understand.
partial m their scope and do not exhaust the whole of reality. We need not for
the present enter mnto any lengthy discuss1on on thus subject but suffice it to say
that Shankara's theory of Maya places itself permanently at risk smce 1t 1s nddled
with several contradictions-a predictable fall-out none the less on account of its
incompleteness.

The other great currents of Indian philosophy all merge and mmgle into the
401
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same ocean. Even the Gita which is considered to present the summum bonum
of Indian philosophy, though effecting a synthesis of works, knowledge and
devotion, despairs of life and Sn Knshna tells Arjuna.

fi gassier: Un rm am1am
3rqnqa tafri mar ma HTq1

In English translation thus reads:

"Thou who hast come to this transient and unhappy world, love and turn to
Me"

Sri Aurobmdo's Integral Yoga, on the other hand, mcludes and exceeds by
the very majesty of its conception and scope all schools of eastern and western
disciplines. It is only when we come to Sn Aurobmdo that Life and Spmt are
seen as twin aspects of that orginal creative consciousness, Chit-Shakt, of the
supreme Brahman, the Ommpresent Reality

The object of Integral Yoga is "to be perfect as God m His bemg and bl1ss 1s
perfect, pure as He 1s pure, blissful as He 1s blissful, and, when we are ourselves
sddhas mn Purna Yoga, to brmng all mankmnd to the same divine perfect1on "
This, m bnef, 1s the programme for the sadhak of Integral Yoga

If we admit that such an exalted goal exists and Is worth pursumg, we are
mexorably led to the kernel of what constitutes the subject of today's semmar
"How to follow the Mother's Sunlit Path to the D1vme Life?" An mtellectual
convict1on, although necessary, Is not sufficient to launch on this perilous
adventure.

(Sharp as a razor's edge, hard to traverse, difficult of going 1s that path, say
the sages)

Yes, there are happy ways near to God's sun;
But few are they who tread the sunlit path;
Only the pure in soul can walk mn lght.'

Do we possess thus purity of soul7 What then are the conditions we need to
fulfil before we "can walk m light" m this arduous Journey? If we 1magme that
the way 1s easy and straight for all who take to 1t we are certamly hvmg ma fool's

' The GIia. IX. 33
' "Puma Yoga' (Cent Ed. Vol 17), p 61
' Savun (Cent Ed . Vol 29). p 448
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paradise, for Sri Aurobindo has himself warned us uneqmvocally to the contrary:
"First be sure of the call and of thy soul's answer. For if the call is not true,

not the touch of God's powers or the voice of his messengers, but the lure of thy
ego, the end of thy endeavour will be a poor spmtual fiasco or else a deep
disaster.""

Sri Aurobmdo further adds. "Imagme not the way is easy; the way 1s long,
arduous, dangerous, difficult. At every step 1s an ambush, at every turn a pitfall
A thousand seen or unseen enemies will start up agamst thee, ternble m subtlety
agamst thy ignorance, formidable m power agamst thy weakness. And when with
pain thou hast destroyed them, other thousands will surge up to take ther place.
Hell will vomt 1ts hordes to oppose and enrmng and wound and menace Heaven
will meet thee with 1ts pitiless tests and its cold luminous denials.""?

Sri Aurobmndo 1s not an alarmist but a realist who has put the truth of the
matter trenchantly smce there are many who take a rather s1mphstic view of
Yoga.

What then 1s demanded of the sadhak of Puma Yoga? What are the basic
reqmsites which will turn the difficult and dangerous way of Yoga into a sunht
path? The directness of Sri Aurobmdo's answer dnves me irresistibly to revert to
his own words. He says:

The effort demanded of the Sadhak 1s that of asp1ration, rejection and
surrender If these three are done the rest 1s to come of itself by the Grace of the
Mother and the working of her force m you. But of the three the most important
1s surrender of which the first necessary form 1s trust and confidence and patience
mn difficulty.""

But what do we mean by surrender? Perhaps an analogy will help. Sri
Ramaknshna illustrated the act of surrendering oneself to the D1vme by taking
recourse to a fact of everyday hfe The baby-cat, unhke the baby-monkey which
clings to its mother at peril of falling off, allows itself to be earned by its mother.

The symbolism is evident and we shall mean by surrender, "g1vmg oneself to
the D1vme-to give everythmg one is or has to the Divine and regard nothing as
one's own, to obey only the Divine will and no other, to hve for the Divine and
not for the ego." In response to thus surrender the Mother too wll give herself
entirely to the sadhak and for hmm 1s assured "the calm, the light, the power, the
bliss, the freedom, the wideness, the heights of knowledge, the seas of
Ananda.""

It is faith alone that will make this surrender possible. We must be prepared
to be suspended in the air with nothmg to support us except our faith. The

' "The Way" (Cent Ed. Vol 17), p 39
° Ibd
• The Mother (Cent Ed, Vol 25), p 135
' Letters on Yoga (Cent Ed, Vol 23), p 585
'Ibd ,p 586
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Mother puts 1t most poetically and I quote: "One must watch over one's fanth as
one watches over the birth of something nfintely precious."

At every stage mn our sadhana we are bound to face obstacles smce "the
dread Law of the way 1s there and no one can abrogate 1t.. ""? But what 1s the
nature of these difficulties and how can they be turned into opportumt1es for
progress?

There is a wealth of mater1al 1n Sr Aurobmdo's works mn th1s connection but
we shall have to satisfy ourselves with only a few peeps and pomters for want of
more time.

Accordmg to Sn Aurobmdo, there are three fundamental obstacles that can
stand in the way, they are:

'1. Absence of farth or 1sufficient faith
"2. Eg01sm-the mind clmgmg to its own ideas, the vital prefernng its own

desires to a true surrender, the physical adhermg to its own habits
3. Some mnerta of fundamental res1stance mn the consciousness, not wllmng

to change because 1t 1s too much of an effort or because 1t does not want to
beheve in its capacity or the power of the Drvmneor for some other sub
consc1ent reason. You have to see for yourself which of these 1t is."'

The natural question which now anses 1s: What power can prevaII over the
overwhelming might of the enemy? Sri Aurobmdo's answer to this i5 fmal and
decisive. He says:

"By remammg psychically open to the Mother, all that is necessary for work
or Sadhana develops progressively, that 1s one of the chief secrets, the central
secret of the Sadhana."

It 1s only by psychically openmg ourselves more and more to the Mother
that we can grow in unon with her By making ourselves entirely plastic to her
touch we shall be led by her swiftly towards perfection

Our first objective will therefore be to discover the psychic presence within
us which m the Vedas has been descnbed as the immortal guest and the chtld of
God in man. The effect of this discovery which will result mn complete faith and
surrender to.the Mother can best be described mn Sr Aurobmdo's reassuring
words:

"The more complete your faith, smcenty and surrender, the more will grace
and protection be with you. And when the grace and protect9n of the D1vine
Mother are with you, what 1s 1t that can touch you or whom need you fear? A

' The Sunlu Path (1984 Ed ), p 104
2 "The Way" (Cent Ed. Vol 17), p 40
' Letters on Yoga (Cent Ed, Vol 24), p 1665
' 1he Mother (Cent Ed. Vol 25), p 121
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little of it even will carry you through all difficulties, obstacles and dangers,
surrounded by ,ts full presence you can go securely on your way because 1t 1s
hers, careless of all menace, unaffected by any hostility however powerful,
whether from thus world or from worlds mnvsuble. Its touch can turn difficulties
mto opportumt1es, failures mto success and weakness mto unfaltering strength.
For the grace of the D1vme Mother 1s the sanction of the Supreme and now or
tomorrow 1ts effect 1s sure, a thmng decreed, Inevitable and 1rresstuble."

Fmally, I would hke to conclude my speech with a few Imes from Savtr,
whch I consider apt for the occas1on:

Only were safe who kept God m thelf hearts:
Comage their armour, faith thelf sword, they must walk,
The hand ready to smite, the eye to scout,
Castmg a Javelin regard in front,
Heroes and soldiers of the army of L1ght2

' The Mother (Cent Ed • Vol 25). p 10
' Savun (Cent Ed , Vol 28), p 211
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